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EDDIE’S ADVICE
What Rockland Patrolman Told Mo
torist Who Was Blaming the Other
Feller.

START-NOW

They tell a good story about a mo
torist who drove into the city one
night the pa»t fall, and to the first
policeman he met broke into a vio
lent attack upon the careleasnesH of
another motorist he had passed on
the way from Camden.
“The darned fool had only one light
on,’ said he, “and I came near taking
a wheel off.”
The policeman to whom thi« remark
was being addressed was E. C. Ingra
ham.
"Why didn’t you swap with him,”
said Eddie, “then one of you would
have had two lights.”
“What do you mean?’’ said the irate
strange r.
“I mean that you also have only
one light,” said Patrolman Ingrafiam.

TO SAVE FOR
CHRISTMAS—1928
The policy of this Bank to

constantly suggest ways and
means that will advance the

interest of the individual de

positor leads us to say today,
'/Start

to

save

for

1928"—begin

and

now

Christmas

lay a little aside each week
and be prepared with a

Surplus Fund
to draw upon, as the gifts you

wish to make comes to mind.
All the while the money Is

here It earns interest—which

will help pay for a gift.

Ac

counts may be opened with as
little as a dollar.

Start now to save for
Christmas

Rockland

Savings Bank
“She’s a lucky woman
to have such a splendid
husband.” Splendid Hus
bands buy their gifts here.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

147Stf

SAUERKRAUT
If you want your frisnds and rel
atives to be healthy thia winter,
buy a keg of Sauer Kraut.
Z'/i Gallon Kegs ....... $2.50
4 Gallon Kegs ___ S3.C0

Can send it Anywhere in. the
United State*

New 18k Diamond Mount
ings $8 up
Sterling Silver Candlesticks
$13 pair

Xecn ‘White
QUALITY

EDWIN A. DEAN

JEWELERGIFT SHOP
301 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telephone 1181M
157-S-6

ROCKLAND

THE 1928

CHANDLER
is
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Here

and will out-demonstrate
in any class
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Call

S. NILO SPEAR
Phone 732-M for
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REAL. ESTATE
CITY PROPERTY, FARMS, ETC.

SPECIAL
I have a remarkably
good homo for only

$3000

CEMENT

EXECUTIVE

iWashington, D. C.—One hundred j In His 42 Years’ Connection With the Industry E. J. Davis
and thirty-nine vessels of the United
Has Become Pretty Much of a Globe Trotter.
States coast guard are now combing
the waters of the Atlantic within a
[Esther Brock Bird)
Brunswick Is perhaps best known radius of 500 miles of Cape Cod In
When illness halted tlie efforts of ville, Ky„ where he had charge, as
as the home of Bowdoin College, the a strenuous effort to locate the miss- , Vice President Charles A. Porter, tnos-Dale plant Mr. Davis was sum
alma mater of Longfellow, Haw ing trans-Atlantic plane, the Dawn,
Lawrence Portland Cement Corn- moned by the government to put on
thorne, Jacob Abbott, author of
pany was fortunate to have on Its a test at the famous Muscle Shoals
according to coast guard headthp Kollo Books, Seba Smith, author
staff another official who could step plant in Alabama.
of the Jack Downing papers and Eli quarters here. Orders were issued , into the harness and continue tlie
From Kosmos-Dale he went with
to the coast guard ships to seek Mrs. supervision of tlie construction work. the National Portland Cement Com
jah Kellogg.
There Is a house, No. 23 Federal Grayson and her crew of three at the i That other official was E. .1. Davis, pany, as general superintendent and
street, where Longfellow as a young request of Secretary of the Treasury I the company's general manager, who manager of its plant in Ragland, Ala.
will have entire charge of the plant
professor brought his bride, and Mellon.
From there he was called back to
The entire eastern division of the
where his “Outre-Mer" was written.
In another house at the corner of coast guard was directed to join In
Maine and 'Potter streets, now occu the search by the Commandant here. '
pied by Prof. Austin McCormick, The division comprises 125 patrol
Longfellow roomed before his mar boats, six destroyers and eight cut
riage. As an upper classman Haw ters. The coast guard vessels will
thorne roomed in the house at corner make a thorough search of the At
of Federal and Cleveland streets, now lantic within the 500 mile area. Spe
occupied by Dr. Albion. Elijah Kel cial lookouts will be stationed in the
logg boarded with Miss Susan Dun crowsnests of the vessels, and addi
ning in 1837 at the corner of Ma'tu- tional watches will be posted on all
and Noble streets. Jacob Abbott ships.
built the house at 152 Maine street as
If the missing plane and its crew is’
a residence for himself in 1807. It is not found within the next few days,
now the home of Dr. Gilbert M. El- navy vessels will probably be with
llptt.
drawn from the searching expedi
In 1904 Bowdoin conferred the de tions, but the coast guard will con
gree of Litt. D. upon two distin tinue on the alert for the Dawn until
guished women writers of Maine. all hope has been abandoned.
• • • •
Kate Douglas Wiggin and Sarali
(irne Jewett.
Some action pointing toward the
There was another woman In removal of the United States subma
Brunswick whose name became Im rine base from New London to south
mortal.
Harriet Beecher Stowe's ern waters will be inaugurated In
husband was a professor in Bowdoin Congress during the Arst day of the
in 1850. In February of that year session following the Christmas re
Mrs. Stowe was sitting in pew No. cess, according to Representative
20 In the First Parish Church which McClintlc of Oklahoma, who plans to
stands directly at the entrance of introduce into the iHouse a bill de
lhe College grounds. During com manding that the base be removed
munion a vision, like a scroll unroi and established somewhere along the
ling before her eyes, revealed the southern coast In warmer waters
death of "Uncle Tom.” The words free from ocean traffic.
sounded in her ears. "Inasmuch as ye
"It Is not politics that Is dictating
have done it unto one of the least of such a move on my part, but
these my brethren ,ve have done it humanity," Congressman McClintlc
unto me." She could scarcely re stated when questioned concerning
frain from weeping aloud.
Ills proposed legislation. "Nor Is it a
That afternoon at her home Mrs. question of simply stealing the base
Stowe locked herself in her room from New London. I am not partial
and wrote out that chapter on the to any particular city. I simply de
death of Uncle Tom in what was
sire to have the base removed from
later to develop Into that best seller
the lane of sea traffic and to have It
of all fiction, “Uncle Tom's Cabin.'
located in warmer waters where the
She related that as she wrote she
men engaged l-i submarine work will
hud the sensation of a great win!
rushing past. Her paper becoming not lie exposed to conditions that are
ihhumane.”
exhausted, she utilized some brown
• • • •
wrapping paper that was at hand.
Congressman McClintlc admitted
That night she read to her seven
children what she has written. Her he was aware that officials of the
husband, who was absent at the time, navy department were opposed to
later discovered the brown paper, any such change of location as pro
and being an emotional man, was posed by him. But, he declared, for
reduced to tears by what he read. once the wishes of that department
At his suggestion a serial was start - will be disregarded and he further General Manager E. J. Davis of Lawrence Portland Cement Company, Upon
Whose Shoulders Completion of Plant Has Unexpectedly Fallen.
ed, published in the National Era, expressed conAdence he would And
an Abolitionist paper to which Mrs sufficient support in Washington to
hack him in his Aght with the navy when it has reached the production Pennsylvania by the Fuller EnglnStowe had been a contributor.
While the story was apiiearing, department.
stage
superlntendent, of the Kosmos-Dalo
John P. Jewett, a young publisher
“This campaign for a change of lo
Mr. Davis was horn in Coldwater, Portland Cement Company's plant.
negotiated for the book rights. A cation of the submarine base Is going Mich., in 1868, anticipating Independ He was with tills concern two years
contract was Anally made, Mr. to be fought on the floor of Con ence Day slightly by making his bow . Just previous to going to the KosJewett urging Mrs. Stowe not to gress," he declared.
There will be te the world on July 2. Fortv-two eering Company to operate a pkint
make the story too long. She re no camouflage. IWe who favor the of the 59 years that lie hns spent on at Evansville. He was there five
plied that she did not make the move will-come out in the open and tills mundane sphere have heen de years later when the Lawrence Port
story—the story made itself, and that we only hope that department of voted to the mastery of the Port land Cement Company decided to
she could not stop until It was done. navy officials will do the same thing. land cement business, and, as he told build a plant In Thomaston. With
So, harrassed by 111 health and I am of the opinion that the navy de i Courier-Gazette reporter the other an eye always on the most capable
household cares and worries, the tale partment will advance Secretary lay there is always something to material President Frank H. Smith
was Anally Anished and published in Wilbur as being antagonistic to the earn about it.
of that corporation got In touch with
March, 1852. Of its subsequent his change of locations: I sincerely hope
'What he considered to have been Mr. Davis, and the outcome of tlielr
tory the world is familiar. The house the department does.. Already the ills first task of consequence took little session was the affixing of the
in which the book was written is American public has learned some him as far Bast as Caledonia N. Y.. two names to a contract which said
No. 63 Federal street, and is ngw far front complimentary things con where lie rebuilt a plant which had that Mr. Davis was to be general
occupied by Miss Helen Whitmore.
cerning the Secretary. It will learn been bought by the Maringo Portland manager of the new plant. Mr. Da
more if the Secretary comes out tn Cement Company of Youngstown. vis came onto the joh March 1st, and
opposition to lhe change of location Ohio. He Joined the staff of the Ful long ago gave evidence that the
JIMMIE EVANS NEXT WEEK
ler Engineering Company of Allen handling of this “last word” fourfor the submarine base."
Jimmie Evans and his troupe will
town, Penn., and remained in affilia million dollar plant, is to be done
be at the Park Theatre all next week
Congressman McClintlc stated that tion with that well known corpora witli all the skill and efficiency that
with their new repertoire of musi
tion until he was signed up by Presi tlie cement industry knows. In point
cal revues—new costumes,
new he has received a great deal of en dent Smith.
of actual .veins of operation General
themes characterizing the new pre couragement in his efforts to have the
Between these two connections Manager Davis is probably one of
sentations and there will be complete New London base removed. He has was a span of years in which Mr. tlie oldest men In the cement game
change of program on Wednesday already interviewed several fellow Davis’ duties took him to the far cor today.
and Friday. In conjunction with the Congressmen and has been pledged ners of tlie earth, gaining an experi
• • • •
Evans troupe, there will be the Jim their support In the House. Addi ence that made him invaluable in the
Mr.
Davis
was
graduated in 1885
mie Evans Melody Boys which is an tional encouragement has come in the cement industry. One of these trips from the Ann Arbor (Mich.) Univer
attraction well worth the admission form of letters, he asserted.
took him to Northern New Zealand, sity, where he took courses in civil
“When the House convenes next
price The feature picture will be
where he built and started a plant and mechanical engineering. He is
Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran in January we are going to talk sub for the Dominion Portland Cement a 32d degree Mason, his home lodge
"Publicity Madness.’ Reserved seats marines,” Mr. McCllntic emphasized. Company. Another trip took him to being Mt. Vernon, 166, of Quincy,
“And every member of the House
are now on sale.—adv.
Australia for tlie Fuller Engineering Miss. He is also a member of the
who has a spark of humanity in him
Company anil still another to South Knights of Pythias, and added more
will support me in my appeal." The
recently to his fraternal connections
Africa.
Congressman, il was quite evident,
After his return from New Zea when lie "rode the goat" in Rockland
Is indignant over the S-4 disaster and land Mr. Davis was sent to Louis- Lodge, B. P. O. E.
i Is sincere In his efforts to have the
I base removed from New London to
A CHALLENGE
what he deems more desirable waters. conducted by men experienced in the
The Rockland Veteran Firemen's
! Not only are the waters of the south- ways of the ocean. It is ideally lo
BOUGHT AND 8OLD
i ern coast less congested with sea cated for such activities, they de Association bowling team hereby
. traffic and of a temperature more clare, and is superior to any point challenges any 5-man bowling team
At Most Reasonable Prices for
in Knox County to a series of 5 or 7
' desirable for the welfare of the men along the southern coast.
Cash. No Lot Too Large or
They are inclined to deal lightly games. All communications should
i but are more strategically located
! for trouble If It ever comes, for with Congressman McClintic’s pro be mailed to Charles M. Lawry, man
Too Small
I trouble when It does come will come posed measure and think that no ager , or James A. Cobb, captain,
i from the West Indies or from the change of base will result from it. Star Alleys, Rockland.
: : SPECIAL : :
I Canal Zone, according to the belief of No statement was available at the
It Is easier for a dentist to .fill an
department of navy concerning what
We Still Have a Few of Those Fine ! Congressman McClintlc.
j 'Naval officials here will say little action would be taken ill opposition aililng void than a long felt want.
Skiis at a Very Low Price
‘of Mr. McClintic's proposed bill de to Congressman McClintic's hill.
* * » •
manding the removal of the base
Manufacturers in Maine consumed
from New London. They let it he
known, however, that they are frank 5,885 gallons of specially denatured
to
ly opposed to any such move. New ilcohol in the 14 manufacurlng es
271 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
London, they point out, was selected tablishments in the state during the
Tel. 1154
as a submarine base only after a last fiscal year which ended June 30,
careful survey of the coast had been it is revealed by a report just made
157-2
public by the Commissioner of Pro
hibition.
There was on hand at the end of
the.Si an 67?S_
the 12-months period 473 gallons of
! North Nation ttJBankj
alcohol, as compared with 760 gallons
which was held in supply at the be
ginning of the year. No mention is
73 Years Continuous Business
made in the report of the amount of
the product which whs recovered
after use or which was shipped Io de
naturing plants for re-denaturing.
THE NORTH
Of the other New England states
Massachusetts used more than all
NATIONAL BANK
combined. Manufacturers in that
May we wish you well
state consume! 3.809.302 gallons in
the 305 establishments in that state
—OFFERS—
and serve you well,
wjiich use the product. Connecticut
manufacturers used as much as
through the coining 12
A complete banking service conducted under the
1.016,714 gallons in tlie 100 establish
ments in tlie state. Sixty manufac
direct supervision of the ....
turers in Rhode Island consumed
months, in a way that
114,001 gallons; 14 in Maine, 5,885
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
gallons; 14 in New Hampshire, 9,825
will add to your happi
gallons; and ten Vermiint manufac
turers used 3,011 gallons of alcohol.
ness.
MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Griffin.

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE

Newman & Philbrook

North
National
Bank

EASY TERMS

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS
ROBERT U. CODDINS

|375 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 77

ROCKLAND!
142-S-tf

i $V7 $Y'z

<

$v‘< IW

North National Bank

HOOPING
COUGH
No “cure”—but helps to re

Rockland, Main©

VICKS
▼ V
R

duce paroxysms of coughing.

aro

Otur 21 Million Jara

ub

Yearly

• • • •
• • • •

Independent Coal Co.
TEL. 290

ROCKLAND

i

f
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THREE CENT8 A COPY

PLANT’S

Saturday
Issue

STANDARD

OIL’S

BIG

DEAL

Papers Passed For Cobb-Butler Atlantic Wharf PropertyGreat Expansion Program Outlined.
An announcement of vital Interest
to Rockland and vicinity Is made
through The Courier-Gazette by the
Standard Gil Company of America
disclosing the purchase of the largo
tract of land at the Southend com
prising the old Cobb-Butler shipyard
and adjacent property. The deal em
braces the area between the com
pany's existing plant and the water's
edge Including possibly the finest
wharf privilege the harbor affords
and extending from the railroad
tracks on the south nearly to the
Five Kilns property on the north

More than ordinary credit for the
growth that has made this develop
ment possible and the Initiative ami
hard work that has made it a reality
is due Hay H. Merritt, district agent.
Mr. Merritt has been in charge of
the Rockland district four years and
his administration has been marked
by outstanding success, lie holds a
high vision of Rockland’s future and
the steps taken by his company in
this project are in line with and a
direct aid to the new aud greater
Rockland. Mr. Merritt feels that tho
coming of the Carlton Bridge anti the
Rapid growth of business In the Lawrence Portland Cement Co. are
local plant has made expansion Im straws indicative of the future.
Tlie career of this same young man
perative and negotiations on this
particular piece of property have has heen rather startling. During
been In the making several years the World War he ran as first officer
with the papers finally signed the on the five masted schooner Dorothy
present week.
Alternative plans B. Barrett of which his father Wil
could have been adopted embracing liam Merritt was master and part
property and construction to north or ownfcr. She was a member of the fa
Deering
fleet
of
Bath.
south but the Atlantic wharf devel mous
opment is Ideal. It provides ample The Barrett had a very suc
space for storage and structural pro cessful and profitable career during
jects for yeais to come and a con the war carrying cargoes to all parts
siderable section will be Improved at of the war-torn world and many
once. With the facilities thus afford times having narrow escapes. In early
ed an entirely new importance will August 1918 she ran the submarine
be given the Rockland agency. Its blockade successfully into New York
scope and Jurisdiction greatly en only to he caught in a dead calm en
larged. all bulk products handled, route to Boston with coal on Aug. 19.
and naturally the personnel largely The crew was put into the bbats arid
increased. This plant will In the the craft set fire by the (lermans who
new order of things, serve as the dis sunk her with shots from the deck
tributing point for all Eastern gun when a destroyer approached.
Maine with stations as fur east us , The sub herself was nearly a victim
Calais. The sale was made by Harry of the depth bombs dropped by the
F. Rice representing the creditors chaser. The crew of the Barrett was
of the late Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc. at a considerable distance during the
and a figure satisfactory to all par bombardment hut felt the shocks
easily. After this episode Mr. Mer
ties was finally agreed upon.
Two tank boats are In use at pres ritt forsook the sea, feeling that it
ent, serving the islands and the coast held no future and entered the em
points available. This number will ploy of the Standard Oil Company
be increased with the new storage as as garage mechanic in Portland
under Walter Shuman, formerly of
will the motor operations of the com
this city.
pany In the Interior sections of Knox
The new hand was soon put on the
Lincoln and Waldo counties. The
great advantage of receiving the oil i road with a tank cart, and piloted,
and products direct from the refin the first of the famous “White’’ fleet,
eries via Standard Oil tankers can now so common in Central Maine.
be utilized to the full with the new A short session on the tanks was fol
development, muny of the existing lowed by a, year as salesman, ending
handicaps on efficient anil economical witih Mr. Merritt as head of the
operation being removed. The stor Portland sales force. Four years ago
age capacity ot the existing- tanks Is he assumed the responsibilities of
one and a half million gallons which district agent for Knox, Lincoln and
will he largely Increased. The av Waldo counties with headquarters at
erage payroll of the plant carries 35 Rockland which post he has held ever
since.
names.

MICE

IN THE

MOLASSES

Cauced Panic At a Stonington House Party, and a Lawsuit
Full of Curious Interest Has Resulted.
Discovery of three dead mice in the
bottom of a can of molasses which
was being used to make popcorn
balls at a house party at Stonington
last August bases two damage
actions filed In a Philadelphia court
against Penlck & Ford, Ltd., of New
Orleans, manufacturers of a well
known syrup.
Harry J. Buxton, recorder of the
Pennsylvania Military College at
Chester, Penn., seeks 31060 and Ills
wife, Alice W. Buxton wants $5000.
They are summer residents of Ston
ington and owners of the house
where a merry party of 11 persons
were thrown Into consternation by
the unusual development. Percy T.
Clarke of Stonington and Ailrith
Acton of Philadelphia are their at
torneys. Several other members of
the party are expected to start liti
gation.
Philip Buxton of Camden, N. J., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Buxton, who Is
leader of a college orchestra which
has played summers at Bar Harbor
and Deer Isle, and Miss Gertrude
Sack, prominent Philadelphia singer,
are others besides Mr. and Mrs. Bux
ton, who are mentioned tn the com
plaint against the molasses company.
The younger Buxton, his father al
leges, "was unable, for two weeks or
more, because of mental anguish and
severe attacks of stomach trouble to
Inject the proper amount of pep Into
his work as orchestra leader, with a

resultant drop in the gate receipts."
According to Mr. Buxton, tlie house
party took place at Ills summer
home at Deer Isle in August. The
molasses was tasted by several of
the guests while it was being pre
pared for pouring on the popcorn.
The presence of two mice In the can
was discovered by Mrs. Buxton as
she was about to pour the prepara
tion, and later a third and larger
mouse was found on the bottom of
the can.
“The result," Mr. Buxton charges,
“was to bring panic and disaster to
an otherwise peaceful, happy and
successful house
party.
Several
members of the party Immediately
became violently HI and soon after
tasting the molasses my wife became
afflicted with a serious Infection of
the Jaws and stomach that required
special medical treatment over a long
period. Miss Sack alleges that the
nervous shock resulting from eating
molasses containing dead mice inter
fered with her career as a singer,
while my son suffered financial loss
because of his experience. All mem
bers of the party are 'off' molasses
for life."
Guests at tile party Included Willis
Beach of Springfield. Mass.; Richard
i Sack of Cornell University. Ithaca, N.
I Y.; Wayne W. Buxton of Bryn Atliyn
' Academy. Pennsylvania; Miss Gladys
Webster of Philadelphia; Fred M.
I’foster of Philadelphia; and William
Earle of Worcester, Mass.

THE COW CAME BACK

A new $5,000,000 university Is to
bo built near Hollywood. The de
mand for college comedies must be
Increasing.—Ban Diego Times.

J. D. Pease’s Heifer Wisely
Sought Shelter When Fall YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Arrived.

If I had to live my life win I would
hive made a rule to read some poetry and
listen
to some music at least once A we«fe
Apropos the story of the flight of
logs of these tastes Is a loaa of hAT^ta duck in a recent Issue of The Cou The
ness.—Charles Darwin.

rier-Gazette the North Hope cor
respondent sends another of equal
Interest concerning
two
young
heifers owned by J. D. Pease of that
town:
Two summers ago Mr. Pease had
turned .the heifers out to pasture
They decided to see more of the
world than their environment con
tained, so out they strolled, and kept
on going regardless of all effort to lo
cate them, until late In the fall. One
tvas not found urtil after snow came
Last spring when the heifers were
put out to pasture, for the second time
they promptly “lit out.” and one
was captured, only after being shot.
The other could not be found nor was
she heard from all summer, until
every hope of hi ding her was given
up. When lo! last week she apneared
at the farmyard gate, perfectly will
ing to be driven Into the barn,
greatly to the surprise of the family
and every one In the neighborhood.

RING OUT WILD BELLS

Ring out. wild belle, to the wild sky.
Tlie flying cloud, the frosty light ;
The year Is dying in the night;
Ring out, wild bells, and let him die.

Ring out the old. ring In die new.
Ring, happy bells, across die snow;
The year is going, let hint go;
Ring out the false, ring in the true.
Ring out the grief that saps the mind.
For those that here we see no more;
Ring out the feud of rich and poor;
Ring to redress to all mankind.

Ring out « slowly dying cause,
And ancient forms of party stnife;
King in the nobler modes of life.
With sweeter manners, purer laws.
Ring out false pride In place and blood.
'Die civic slander and the spite;
Ring in the love of truth and right.
Ring in the common love of good.

Ring out old shapes of foul disease.
King nut the narrowing lust of gold;
Klug out the tlioiisand wars of old.
King in tlie thoinwuid years of peace.
—Alfred Lord Tennyson.
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Every-Other-Day
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■■ffiffi BURPEE’S

The Courier-Gazette

Priscilla Sewing Cabinet

THE COURIER-GAZETTE WISHES ITS FAMILY OF READERS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me., Dec. 31, L9i«.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
oath declares that he ls Pressman ln the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the

A handy and attractive piece ’or
the home

on

Finished in
walnut
with tray
inside
SPECIAL
PRICE
while they
last

Issue of this paper of Dec. 29. 1927, there was
prknted a total of 6310 copies.
Before

me,

FRANK B. MILLER,

Notary Public.

New Year Greetings:—The Lord
bless thee, and keep thee: The Lord
make his face shine upon thee, and be
gracious unto thee: The Lord lift up
his countenance upon thee, and give
thee peace. Numbers 6:24, 25, 26.

A very limited number left; so
come oarly

EIGHTY-TWO

These are the impressive figures
that number the years of continuous
existence which The Courier-Gazette
finds completed by the present Sat
urday issue—the last day of the last
week of the last month of Anno
Domini one thousand nine hundred
and twenty-seven. In the enjoyment
of vigorous health the paper enters
upon another year, sustained by the
ambition which has supported it
hitherto, namely, to serve with a full
measure of sincerity the community
which it calls home. For the .pa
tient endurance on the part of that
community of its many errors and
shortcomings, and the generous
LIBBY ENTERS RACE
measure of approval visited upon its
endeavors adequately to occupy the Waterville’s Mayor Fourth
field to which its service is dedicat
Candidate To Seek Gover
ed, the management expresses pro
norship Nomination.
found appreciation and wishes each
reader and friend
Mayor Herbert C. Libby of Water
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
ville has entenJ the contest for *he

Republican
Governor Brewster’s announce
ment of his active candidacy for tlie
office of United States Senator is
shaded by no uncertainty. He is out
for the bacon and may be expected
to prosecute an active campaign for
the nomination in th# June primaries.
We shall not look to see the friends
of Senator Hale any less vigorous in
their support of that gentleman for
election to another term ln the offlee
in which he has now become a con
spicuous figure, and where in the
immediately approaching years his
experience gained at Washington
should render his services of a large
ly added value both to the country
and to his constituents in Maine.
(With four candidates for Governor
in the Held and two for United States
.Senator there is to be no lack of
political excitement in Maine betwixt
this time and June.

$6.95

J

gubernatorial

Burpee Furniture Co.
361 MAIN ST.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served tha fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 450; Night,
AMBULANCE SERVICE

711-1

fluencing tlie destiny and progress of
mankind and whether money shall
become master in Maine and the oth
Gov. Brewster Gives Some er smaller states is to be determined
by the developments of the next few
of the Reasons Why He Is years. The people of America must
demonstrate their capacity to erec’
a Candidate.
safeguards about their government
and their elections that shall make of
The brief announfement that Gov. our domestic institutions something
Ralph O. Brewster will be a candidate more than an empty form.
Power in government and power
for Frederic Hale's berth in the
jn ' in industry are to determine which
United State's Senate appeared
’ is to be master and which is to be
Thursday's issue. Gov. Brewster’s servant in the new era that is at
hand. The American people have
official statement foiiows.
tints far never tolerated the dom
ination of any group.
In the past few vears a new spi.it
As a member of the American Le
has swept the State of .Main'. Cour gion, it seems to me that all good
age and confident c in Main, and its citizens may wisely enlist under its
future are now found on every hand. leadership to cultivate peace and
Maine citizens and Maine communi good will among the nations by tak
ties are uniting as never before for ing the profit out of war. Primary
the progress of their State. In the emphasis this coming year is being
continuation of Maine in its histori laid by the Legion upon the univer
cal position of leadership, it has been sal service act as a complement to
my privilege to play a part along the National Defense Act of 1921.
with many other earnest ami enthu Adequate but not provocative prepa
siastic citizens of Maine. One of the ration may prudently be counselled
most gratifying experiences in public by men who have shown their will
office has been the opportunity to ingness to fight.
America under
issist ln this welding process and to tlieir leadership will not be a quarrel
spread tlie story of Maine's re-birth some neighbor but a friend to all in
among our sister states.
need.
The knowledge of Maine people
Full and fair discussion of nationand their resources gained in the il problems and their relationship to
myriad contacts of the Governor's of Maine and its traditional ideals must
fice in all the teeming experiences of he welcomed hy all citizens concerned
the past three years, has seemed cal with the progress of our State.
culated to l>e of service in presenting Maine may well be one of the lead
the .Maine viewpoint in ever broad ers in the development of that na
ening fields. This has occasioned tional consciousness that is essential
substantial representations that my for America's higher service to the
name should he entered for the pend world.
ing vacancy in a Senate seat from
In full compliance with the spirit
Maine.
and the letter of our Direct Primary
Maine has been cultivating its Law my candidacy will be submitted
talents in agriculture and industry; for determination by those qualified
and recreation with most gratifying to participate in the Republican
fruits. The increase of seventeen Primary next June. ' The object of
per rent, in the consumption of hy the campaign will be a busier and
droelectric power in Maine in the better Maine as a part of a busier
last quarterly period over the same ind better United States.
period a year ago is one of the best
barometers as to the prosperity of
the State. A similar increase of one
hundred percent, in the last seven
years indicates a very fertile field
that .Maine has afforded for develop
ments along these lines.

SEEKING THE SENATE

nomina

tion making the fourth entrant into
the field.
Mayor Libby's platform covers sub
jects ranging from the water power
question to that of education, and
with respect to the former he urges
in order to remove the problem from
politics and finally dispose of it “on
the broad grounds of benefit to
Maine," that "a reference of it to a I
group of our business men whose sa- j
gacity is unquestioned and whose ,
patriotism to the State is a ma'ter j
of record" be made. This, he be
lieves, “would accomplish what we
all desire."
1 have faith to believe that the
pioneers of our water companies, men
of high patriotism and men who have
worked their way up from lowly be- '
ginnings to positions of great influ- .
ence, would feel that lie report of |
stfch a committee was final.
"On at least one important point ■
we are all agreed: as a State we
must not retard any form of human
progress. I should be slow to urge ;
upon the peoole a complete reversal
of the State’s adopted policy before
having all the evidence sifted from I
political chaff. That evidence is
available
only
a,s
disinterested
parties, under the command of the j
State, may be privileged to acquire
it.”
Mayor Libby, who says: “I do not | (
share the belief that the owners of I
these mills are using the 'letters' re
ceived from the South as pretexts for
getting the tax removed. How the
situation can be relieved, and our i
State protected against economic !
loss is a problem demanding the I
closest study. My feeling is that we
should do everything possible to keep
the textile industry contented and
prosperous.
"For a proper understanding of
our duty as a State, a committee
should be named to visit the South,
to study the industry as a whole and
to report its findings. If the reconn- i
mendations of such a committee
mean reducing the taxes on textile
concerns, then the State should enter
into reciprocal relations with towns
and cities where factories are located,
that the State as a whole may be
benefited. Maine should lose no in
dustry to any other section of the
country. She cannot afford to. We
should see to it that we keep what I
we have."
• * * •
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ON MY SET”
Radio fan* who are also foot
ball fans wili be tuning in at 4.30
Monday
afternoon
to
hear
Graham McNamee give the play
by play desription of the annual
gridiron game between the East
and West at the “Bowl of
Roses" in Pasadena, Calif. The
contestants this year are Uni
versity of Pittsburg and LelandStanford University. Prior to
the gridiron contest, McNamee
will paint a verbal picture of
the parade to be held in the Bowl
which annually attracts more
than half a million people, in
cluding thousands from all parts
of the world, to view tho huge
natural flowered floats entered
by all Southern California com
munities in a contest for prizes
and honors.
To make this broadcast pos
sible, the National Broadcasting
Company will utilize more than
25 090 miles of special telephone
circuits.
Approximately 4,000
miles of wire will carry Mc
Namee's description to New
York City, where it will ba dis
tributed to the NBC's Red, Blue
and Pacific Coast Networks. At
least 350 engineers will be post
ed throughout the country, eith
er "manning" the radio trans
mitters or at special points along
the routes of the various tele
phone circuits.
•••
•••
A model radio program will bo
presented in the Atwater Kent
Hour, Sunday night January 1st.,
when Mary Lowis, famed so
prano of the Metropolitan Opera,
will be assisted by a male chorus
of sixteen voices and the Atwater
Kent orchestra. The lovers of
male quartets will find a musi
cal treat in this Atwater Kent
Gliee Club which is more than
a quartet—a double octette made
up of New York’s famous Uni
versity Glee Club members as
selected by Reinald Werrenrath,
th,e popular baritone.

MANK WAS FINED
And Upper Court Will Hear
Merits of Point Raised By
C. S. Roberts.

Marry in haste and you’ll never
have any leisure to repent in.—El
‘Paso Times.

1
Lloyd Mank of Hope was fined >50
and costs In Municipal Court yester
day for selling furs without a li
cense. The case has already been
described at length in tjiese columns.
Mank accepted furs in part payment
of an automobile and sold them to
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
C. S. Roberts raised the point that
the Maine law was unconstitutional
as it discriminated against non resi
dents. All the facts claimed by tlie
'State were admitted.
Judge Miller ruled that the Muni
cipal Court had no power to decide
upon the constitutionality of the Na
tional Legislature's acts and that
this is wholly a matter for the upper
court, to which is was taken on ap
peal.
The fine imposed by Judge Miller
is in accordance with the statutes
and the alternative is 15 days in jail.

ROCKLAND, ME.

“TAKE IT IN TIME”
An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite
Prescription.

Wonderfully Effective Is

Ballard’s Golden Oil
A Specific for Coughs. Colds and Chills
—A Safeguard Against Flu and Pneu«
monia by quickly Healing Inflammation.
No Poison Drugs—Long a Standard
Household Remedy. Sold Everywhere.

ORTIAND
RUCTION

team hy some 18 pins. Gay and Mel
vin were in the 290 division with
Keene and McLoon high guns for
tlie Wholesalers. The score

MEAT SCRAP

• . » •

Last nights games kept the C. M.
P. No. 2 anil Merchants well away
We have before had occasion
from the field and separated only by
warmly to commend the achieve
a single game. Caslon Press has a
fighting outfit which is going strong
ments of the Marine Research Society
and the Barbers and C. M. P. No. 1
of Salem, faithful preserver of the
are in a tie for fifth place. The Fed
It's an economical feed. Think of it ! 60%
history and traditions of that van
erals have started their upward
climb.
The Courier-Gazettes arc
ished period when the ships of this
to 63% Protein. Just what your hens need to
exceedingly far down but certainly
country in a manner of speaking
get
Maximum Egg Production.
are not out. They will start to climb
ruled the seas. The books the society
thougli the date has not been set as
Being so efficient naturally it costs less per
yet.
has issued in association with
unit
of Protein.
this always fascinating subject are
FROFES3ORS DROP R03ES
scarcely to be overpraised—fifteen
Give it to your hens. See them thrive on it
separate volumes of them, each mas
The pyofessors at the Sorbonne,
to your pocktbook's advantage.
France's
greatest
university,
have
terful, and in respect of beauty of
started the movement to simplify
print and binding, as well as con
Circular on request
the*display of gaudy gowns so com
* • • «
tents, making desirable furniture for
mon in all such institutions. The
red, blue, purple and black gowns
Meanwhile Maine is turning its
the shelves of the student and his
with brilliant facings and sometimes
gaze seaward to ponder its unique
torian, no less than for the man and
gold buttons are being toned down.
possession in its hundred-harbored
boy whose blood tingles with tales
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
The reason Is an economic one. The
coast. Maine may wisely and natur
BOWL
With the
poor professors cannot keep up with
of sea and adventure. The latest of
ally lead in the restoration of the
Rear 456 Main Street Rockland
the show. There are some rich pro
American Merchant Marine to its
BOWLERS
these books, "Slave Ships and Slav
fessors
—
rich
because
they
inherited
former position of supremacy. This
The Forty Club held the stage at money or married rich wives—but
ing,” strikes the imagination with
PORTLAND RENDERING CO.
is vital alike to our foreign com
When I tuned in at 9 o'clock
tlie Recreational alleys Thursday these are taking the lead in simpli
the same appeal that lies in the
merce, our domestic prosperity, and
Thursday night there was noth
MFRS., PORTLAND, MAINE
night.
fying the elaborate costumes worn
our national defense.
ing to inspire me with the belief
tales of piracy. To quote the opening
228
Team No. 1 defeated Team No. 3 on state occasions in consideration of
The golden prairfes of the glitter
that it would be very rich pick
of the preface:
by
a
margin
of
18
pins,
scoring
three
their poor brethren.—The Pathfinder
ing West are less prolific of essential
ing. The signal strength was not
The infamous deeds of the pirates
foodstuffs than the Atlantic at our points out of four. Giendenning had
very good and there was a decid
the
highest
string
and
total,
while
alone excepted, there is no blacker
very door. Its possibilities are as yet
ed tendency to fading. I per
low
page in the story of the sea than that
unscratched. The tide has only now Coombs made a new record for
iWlth respect to education, Mayor | severed for an hour or more,
which records the voyages of the Libby says: "1 do not believe in any , however, and at the end of that
begun to rise. The Federal Govern string. The score:
Team No. 1—(3 Pts.)
slave ships.
Captivated in tribal scheme that tends to create an 'aris
ment may render all the people of
time I had listed these stations:
wars and kidnapped in times of tocracy of brains,’ or to pick and
this country a substantial service by Joy .......................
231
69
83
79
WMBB, WBBM. WCDA, WABC,
peace, uncounted millions of negrqes choose as to what boy or girl is en
appropriate recognition of our fish Studley ...............
226
80
75
71
WPG, KDKA. WEEI, WBZ, WJZ
were closely stowed in the holds of titled to an education. 1 believe that || WEAF, WSAI, WGY, WOR,
eries in the establishment of a school l^amb ...............
248
89
77
82
ail kinds of sailing craft and carried character in the teacher comes first
upon the coast of Maine comparable
WTAM, WMCA and KYW.
EXTRA
QUAUTY
STATE OF MAINE HAY
to the West indies and America to and scholarship second.
with that existing upon the Pacific.
705
Total ............... 232 221 252
be used as slaves to work the sugar
Such
a
school
may
train
young
men
Team No. 3 (1 Pt.)
Speaking of KYW, I wonder if
“I believe that no teacher should he
plantations. Tlie cruelty and horror
to merchandise the products of the f'onmbs ..............
185
89
.7
39
the rest of you listeners are find
tolerated in a classroom who is not
in Bales of 200 to 400 lbs. each
of "the middle passage"—the voyage
sea
in
America
to
somewhat
the
75
247
87
Richardson .......
73
ing it as unsatisfactory as I am.
a full-fledged, full-loyal American
from the Guinea coast—can never be citizen. We had too many of the I Generally there seem to be two
same extent as iiave our cousins in Giendenning ..... 104
265
78
83
told in its gruesome details. It is
the British Isles.
stations broadcasting at once
enough to recall that the ships were dangerous and undesirable types be
The
merchant
marine
and
the
fish

Total .................. 218 215 254 697
and both more or Jess distorted.
always trailed by man-eating sharks. fore the Great War, and the kind of
♦ • • *
eries furnish conspicuous oppnrtun
•••
patriotism we need most in this
It is only through the pages of a country does rot come from such
ities
for
the
development
of
Maine
In one of those rare moments
Team No. 2 beat Team No. 4 by
and the service of the United States only ten pins, bul won three of the
when WTAM is silent I heard
record such as this book supplies sources.
ROCKLAND, ME. TELEPHONE 290
Meanwhile more nearly adequate four points. Allen carried off all the
PWX
of
Havana
at
9
o
’
clock
last
“
In
my
blunt
way
I
have
sought
to
I
tliat the present day can visualize
protection for certain of otir indus honors. Tlie scoit?:
night. The two stations ano so
point out that the present state as
the horrors of that dreadful trade
trial and agricultural products • is
close together that the Havana
Team No. 2—(3 Pts.)
sociation. as it has been and is now
urgently and equitably desired.
station has small show if Cleve
which for three centuries laid Its managed, accomplished altogether
77
74 240
Cook .....................
89
in the decentralization of our eco Stratton ............. 100
land is working. My news bul
281
88
93
blot upon the world and against too little by way of constructive
nomic and social life. Maine, with its Orff ......................
letins last ..night ..came ..over
292
94 103
93
legislation. There Is very much
which few voices were raised in pro
firmly grounded tradition of just
WRVA of Richmond, Va. Other
that the State can do to assist in a
treatment for capital and labor alike
test until after the American Revo larger program, and It is of such a
stations logged wen: WLIT,
813
Total ................ 284 259 270
offers an attractive appeal to indus
WJZ, WEAF, . WBBM, WGY,
Team No. 4—(1 Pt.)
lution, and it required nearly a cen program that I am thinking."
tries large and small. Our natural Hewett ...............
WMCA, WLS, WBZ, WABC,
225
78
67
80
Mayor Libby expresses himself as
tury following tliat time before the
advantages in cheap water transpor Allen .................... 116
WBAL, WOR, WEEI, KYW,
319
97 106
in full sympathy with the Intent of
tation must tie preserved from de Peterson ............
dreadful traiiic in human flesh waa the primary law, urges a definite
WNYC, WTIC, WJR, WLTH,
85
259
72 102
struction by any Federal act.
WKBW, WJBT, WNAC and
brought to its conclusion. In this policy toward the University of
Moral problems in government are
WHT.
803
Total ............... 268 277 258
volume the story is admirably told Maine, with strict oversight of ex
now overwhelming many sections of
with an introduction by Capt. Ernest penses, at the same time declaring
fhe United States. Maine led the
C.
M.
Lawry
logged
a
new
sta

THE STANDING
that a policy based upon generosity
nation in temperance reform. Our
tion last night—WRHF of Wash
H. Pentecost, a British officer in the and thrift will appeal to the rank
Won Lost I’. C.
rich hut hitter' experience effectively
ington,
D.
C.
It
came
in
at
7
Naval Reserve, that opens the way to and file of the people, and asks for
.811
3
presented may guide America by the C. M. P. No. 2 ........ 13
o'clock
on
322
meters..
.730
4
a perusal whose engrossment will not more permanent highway work. As
pitfalls of legislative or executive Merchants ................ 12
a conditionalpardon
serting that bond issues for roads
6
.625
nullification that not beset its path Caslon Press ........... 10
suffer the book to be laid down until are hardly sound business, when the
.500
8
8
Thq Governor and Council at it Faith in the law and its enforcement Wholesalers .............
the whole story, from the beginning roads are worn out long before the session Thursday granted a condi
Barbers ......................
7
9
.437
as well as exemplification of its doc
bonds
mature,
he
adds:
“
If
we
can
•« .
•
of slavery to its downfall has been
7
9
.437
tional pardon to Thomas J. Hill who trine in daily life and associations, C. M. P. No. 1 ..........
build
permanently
and
well,
then
we
11
Federals ....................
5
is serving a sentence of not less tha are essential in our public men.
.312
gone through.
"Although pirates,
can safely proceed to- bond on safe two nor more than four years in
2
14
.125
Courier-Gazette .....
slaves and highwaymen." writes grounds."
State Prison for breaking and enter
Mayor Libby believes that the chief ing. Hill was convicted in the su
Capt. Pentecost, “were what in our
It was war to the teeth with a
In public life tlie menace of money
childhood we would have described executive should keep in the closest perior court for Cumberland county, now looms upon our view. In the vengeance at Recreation Alleys last
contact with the Board of State As
The condition of the pardon
next few years it seems likely to hr night when the two Central Maine
as naughty, wicked men, kindly Time sessors.
i
that Hill shall leave the State and determined whether America will I’ower Co. teams, deadliest rivals in
having clothed these lewd fellows
He also believes that the Governor stay away. Friends assured the Gov substitute a government of money for the Industrial League rolled three
with a mantle of romance they but should devote a large portion of his ernor and Council that they would a government of men Gen. Persh uproariously vocal strings in wihich
ill deserve, we now love to read of time and strength to the close over- , gee that Hill would he taken care of ing warned of this a few months ago the Leathernecks nosed out victory
sight of departmental expenditures,j so that he would not be a burden to in these searching words:
by a scant three pins, made possible
their destructive adventures." Which wearisome though it may be, for this, I any one.
“If the time ever comes when pub only through a strike by the hereusuggests the allurement of the pages he says, is extremely important.
Some months ago Hill was given a lic office can be bought and sold, then leanean 'Barnes in hls final box which
The state is urged to give all en pardon with the same condition, that the downfall of the republic is not gave his team the string by two
that follow, in a book splendidly
couragement possible to Dexter I’. he should leave the State, hut he was
pins. Only Rogers rolled over the 300
printed and richly embellished with Cooper in his Quoddy Tidal Dower picked up by the police at Portland far off."
The great industrial states with mark. Billie Burke and his accorpictures of ships and countries fa Development project, and Mayor and re-committed.
Hili contends their crowded metropolitan centers dian lent color to the ever ing, hard
mous in those days. These striking Libby also believes that Maine should that he did not know that there was have seen democracy almost disap boiled harmony occasionally taking
play an Important part in the devel any condition attached to the par pear. In Its place we find an auto precedence over lurid partisan re
ROCKLAND
TEL. 714M
publications are on the shelves of
307 LIMEROCK ST.
opment of aviation. This, he says, don.
cracy bred of illicit alliance between marks.
the Rockland Public Library, where should be a Statewide undertaking
The Merchants took three points
political chicanery and favor-seeking
from the Wholesalers in a sharply
th»y form a unique collection and with full measure of State guidance. the great advertising campaign which wealth.
“
We
must
not
lag,
”
he
adds.
has been develo;ied, nnd lie stands
Wiiether thjs corrupting influence contested match, both teams rolling
nre an asset of high value to tliat
No. section of the state should be staunchly for the prohibition law and shall be permitted to penetrate the well and the losers topping the score
institution.
neglected, Mayor Libby declares, in its enforcement.
mightiest delibaterive body now in- of the champion C. M. ,P. No. 2

Makes Keeping Hens
Worth While

FOR

S

Independent Coal Company

REAL ESTATE
Brick Block on Main Street, Garage, Store

FARMS—Some with ocean frontage; others near Rockland, Me.

HOMES—Have you been waiting for one of these 7 rooms with
shed $1600.

Another $2100.

Another $3200

When you can buy homes at these prices, why pay rent?

Freeman S. Young

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jin. 1—First Baptist Men's Class I»«v.

Jin. 2—Shakespeare-Soclety meets with Mn.
H. A. Buffum. Grove street.
Jan. 17—Civic League public meeting at
Vniversalist Oiurrti.
Jan. 17—ltooevik Club Auction at Copper
K0ttl€
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feh. 14—at Valentino's Dav.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.

Howe Glover enters Hebron Acad- '
emy next week.

Tlie officers of the R. V. F. A. will
hold a New Year's hall ln Spear hall
Monday evening.

Hiram Farrow, civil engineer, is
moving from Belfast to this city, and
will have an offlee In the third story
of the Court House.
On account of Monday being a
legal holiday steamer Cornish of the
Eastern S. S. Lines will not come
out of Boston until Tuesday night.
Miss Kitty McLaughlin of Rock
land will sing "The Bird Song." from
Pagllacci, at the Earle Theatre,
Washington, D. C. commencing to
day, and the following week will sing
ln Baltimore.

The sudden Illness of Patrolman
Wellman has necessitated a number
of changes in the police force. Pa
trolman Harold W. Philbrook takes
the middle beat and George Kinney,
special, takes the Northend beat.

The Season’s Dance

Sensation!
The Harmony Club’s

New Year’s Ball
Temple Hall, Rockland
NEW YEAR’S EVE
*

December 31
Music by Kirk’s Full Orchestra

Frederick Kenniston, who has
taught In Rockland, Augusta and
Trenton, N. J. since graduating from
Rensselaer Polytechnic,Insftitutethree
years ago, enters the employ of the
Proctor & Gamble Manufacturing
Co. next week, and' Will bend his ef
forts to his chosen profession, chemi
The condition of E. A Brilliant, the cal engineering.
workman who was injured at the ce
ment plant Wednesday night holds
John H. Post completed hls duties
out hope of recovery although he ls with the police force last night, and
still on the danger list. Mr. Brilliant next Monday will be Installed into
was impaled on two steel rods when his new position as bank officer for
he fell 20 feet through a hole.
the Security Trust Company. The
admirable service which Mr. Post
The schools of Rockland and Rock has given on the force has earned
port will reopen Jan. 2 for the winter him a greet many admirers and that
term. The no school signal, 5-5, is he will give satisfaction In hls new
blown on the fire whistle mornings duties goes without saying.
at 7.30 for the Elementary schools
A Bos’on paper published as news
and at 7.45 for the High School, and
afternoons at 12.30 and 12.45 for the yesterday an illustrated article about
the attachement which the late
respective schools.
George H. Starrett brought against
George W. and Fred A. Snow of the residence of Mrs. Charles A. !
Sncw-Hudson Co., Inc., were in Ban Creighton in Thomaston to secure1
gor yesterday attending a dea'ers1 Judgment which he had obtained
convention for the purpose of a pre auainst the town ln Supreme Court.
view of the new Hudson-Essex line. The story was published ln The
“Rs a worldbeate-” was the enthu Courier-Gazette nearly a vear ago.
siastic commentary made by PresiGen. Berry Lodge, K. of P. held Its
d-r.t G. W. Snow.
annual meeting Thursday night, and
The annual meeting of the incor elected these officers: Harry B. Brad
porators of the Knox County Gen bury, C. C.; Herbert Larrabee, V. C.;
eral Hospital takes place next Tues Frank M. Ulmer, P.; George Brack
day evening, at the hospital, when di ett, SI. of W.; Capt. GVlarren J. Mc
rectors are to be elected and other Fadden, M. at A.; Fred H. Sanborn,
business transacted. The financial collector; George A. Tarr, treasurer.
report to he presented will also in The installation will take place in
clude a report upon the building oper two weeks.
ations In connection with the comple
Senator H. C. Buzzell of Belfast
tion of the hospital.
who was in the city Thursday expressed satisfaction over the anSeats will .he reserved for the Jim nouncement that Gov. Brewster will
mie Evans Revue for the evening per run for the United States Senate,
formance, with the exception of Sat and declared that he will not be a
urday, when three shows wifi he pre candidate against him. He makes
sented. Evans’ Revue will be here no secret of the fact that he will seek
all next week. There Is an excellent Senator Gould’s seat In 1930—and
picture and vaudeville program at that It will be no eleventh hour cam
Park Theatre this afternoon and eve paign as it was before.
ning. Three shows will be given,
2, 6 and 8.30.
Members of Pratt Memorial M. E.
Church showed their esteem for their
Marion Davies in “The Fair Co-Ed” pastor, Rev. John Dunstan, at Christ
and five-acts of feature vaudeville inas time, by presenting him with a
will be the attraction at Park The mahogany mantle clock. The pre
atre today. Tonight two shows will sentation speech was made by John
be given, the first at 6 and second at H. Brubaker who conveyed the senti
8.30.
On account of playing this ments of the congregation ln a grace
show yesterday there ought to he ful and happy manner. Mr. Dunplenty of room for everybody. The stan's vocabulary is an ample one,
vaudeville will bt before the feature but he declares that it Is difficult fqr
him to find words which will tell
picture.
how much he appreciates this kind
The longest motion picture news act of hls flock at Christmas time.
reel ever made v.as released through The Sunday school presented a white
out tho United States hy Pathe News. gold Masonic ring to its faithful su
It doesn't mean it’s an all-day movie, perintendent, Leroy Chatto.
for only portions of the entire reel
Mrs. Eleanor Wells Duryea, widow
are shown on the screens in different
cities. But the negative from which of Hermanus B. Duryea, an owner
it was made is more than three miles and breeder of race-horses, left an
long. It reviews Important news estate of upwards of $1,000,000 to
relatives, friends and employes, her
events of 1927.
\
will revealed Thursday Robert H.
Pastor Browne’s challenge for an Helghe, of Belalr, Md„ is chief bene
attendance of 50 in the Men’s Class ficiary, receiving Brooklyn property
of the First Baptist Church, which and the residuary estate. Property
meets in the BPW club rooms, across owned by the testatrix on Monroe
from the church, is to be met Sunday Island, off Owl’s Head, in Tennesee
if the men will turn out. AI lmen not and elsewhere is to be sold to pay
connected with any other men’s class debts of the estate, administration
are urged to attend. E. H. Crie Is expenses or legacies. The news con
president and Frank H. Ingraham tained ln this New York despatch re
teacher. The song service opens at calls the fact that John L. Donohue,
12 noon and every member is askeik acting in Mrs. Duryea's behalf, sold
Monroe Island to Lewis Herzog of
to make a special effort to attend.
New York for $30,000. Mrs. Duryea
Writing from his new home in “backed offt" of the deal, and Mr.
Newton Center, Mass., to his old Donohue brought suit against her to
home in Rockland, Richard C. Hall recover the commission which he
sending holiday greetings, adds: "I, would have received if the deal had
am not up to my standard of good! been completed. The case was tried
health, resulting from a cold and In U. S. Court, Portland, and damages
rheumatism, but I am glad that I were awarded to Mr. Donohue. As
am still living in this age of won one result Mr. Herzog bought Crab
ders; for if I should live to see my tree's Point, North Haven and built
next birthday I shall have attained to hls summer home thOre.
the age of 85. To the schoolboy
Children of tho L. T. L. ertterstarting out In the morning of life,
with his rosy cheeks and fond hopes tatned members of the W. C T. U.
of the future, this ls a long stretch and their friends Friday afternoon at
the Baptist church with a program
of time.”
I which included ‘‘Good Will," a oneMasonic Temple was full to the act play; a group of songs, "Marcn
doors last night on t'he occasion of of Allegiance,” “America the Free,”
Claremont Commandery Installation, “In the Garden of the L. T. L;” Sa
wHich was carried out most success lute to the Flag and song "America
the Beautiful." Howard Chase played
fully in accordance with the program
the piano accompaniments.
The
published in full in a previous issue
play was very colorful with flowers,
of this paper. Edward K. Gould, w ho
balloons and flags of many nations
has the distinction of being grand
In evidence. Those taking part were
commander of the Grand Commard- American children: Margaret Spofery of Maine. has few equal* as an
‘ MaurX'rMcKurcC'Eliz^et'h
Installing officer, and his work hist.
nlght won'him additional laurels. He Tolman, Vera Ames, Geneva Hooper,
had the able assistance of E. R. Mary Cole, Beulah Callahan, Virginia
Veazie as grand marshal and Rev. W. Gray and Eleanor Ames. Represent
8. Rounds as grand prelate. The ing the nations were: America, Mar
Warren Male Quartet, at Its best, garet Pendleton; Japan, Barbara
sang several selections in a manner Jordan: Italy, Vera Simmons; Spain,
that won prolonged applause. Danc Howard Chase; Holland, Harold
ing followed the installation, and re Spofford; England, Virginia Leach;
freshments were served. A complete Oermany, Helen Mills; China, Ber
list of the new officers recently ap nice Hainlng. Russia, Cleveland
peared in these colupins. The new Morey. The balloon man was Ran
commander, Carlyle U. Brown, has dall M'InnIs
Refreshments were
been a very enthusiastic worker in served by Shirley Edwards, Dorothy
the cause of Knight Templary and Spofford and Evelyn Hamilton.
continued prosperity for Claremont is
assured during his administrating.
FOUND—-Pair of nose gla.nes ln ease
According/o the Lawry Weather
Bureau the average temperature for
December was 27 degrees above aero
as compared with 20 above in 192S.
The coldest was 7 above and the
warmest 49 above. Rain fell six days
and snow eight days.

NEW YEAR’S
SUNDAY

SERMONETTE

We Shall Never Pass This Way
Again
Wte are at the beginning of a new
year. A year of anxiety for the
United States. We have to choose
a new President. The country has
felt safe with Coolidge. Many
have differed with him and still
do—but In his shrewd Yankee
wisdom the nation has had con
fidence.
,
Further—Coolidge believes ln
God and hls fellow-citizens know
of his reliance upon Him. Time
and again during his administra
tion he has shown that.
Secretary Mellon was asked
whom he would like to see Presi
dent. He replied, “The best man."
And from what part of the coun
try? "Wherever he lives.” So we
all feel.
The world also is anxious. The
last few years have taught that
God looseth the bond of kings;
He poureth contempt upon prin
ces; He Increaseth the nations
and he destroyeth them. No
wonder we stand on the threshold
of a new year as one "gropes in
the dark without light."
A new page of life ls ahead for
each of us, a new administration
ln the making for the nation, and
a new era dawning for the world.
IW. A. H.

RED TAG SALE
fiw

Our Red Tas Sale is an
Outstanding Selling Event
CLOSED ALL DAY
MONDAY
THESE GOODS ON SALE
TUESDAY

In order to make and keep th(s store a real attractive shopping
center it is necessary to have something new in all departments con
stantly. To do thia we are obliged to sell all odd tots or alow mov
ers regardless of profit. If you can use any of these goode you may
be sure you are buying them at bargain prices.

10.30

RED TAG SALE ON APPAREL

CLOSED ALL DAY
MONDAY
THESE GOODS ON SALE
TUESDAY

Red Tag Sale on

First Church if Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
These Goods On Sale Now
ject of lesson sermon, "God.” Sun
at 7.15
day school at noon. The reading
room is located at 400 Main street,
“Three Cheers For
over Daniels’ jewelry store, and is
open each week day from 2 to 5
the New Year”
o’clock.
We were fortunate to buy about sixty coats from
• • • •
Start Your New Year
At the Congregational Church to
a New York manufacturer at a very low price. We
Lot 1. Rayon Hosiery, a well known
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
By Going To Church
marked our own coats down to this same level. Of
preach on the subject, “Taking
maker’s 50c retailer (a dandy for ev
Stock." The Pilgrim Choir will sing
course if we didn't our coats would not sell. So the
ery day wear), all colors and sizes;
The sermon will be followed by the
FIRST
coat assortment is big and attractive.
administration of the Lord's supper
all
firsts ................................................ 29
and the reception of new members.
BAPTIST CHURCH
The church school will convene at
noon. The Fellowship League will
Lot 2. Rayon and Silk Belding HemRockland has a few old-timers who meet in tlie vestry at 6 o'clock.
ingways, 1.00 stocking, all firsts, all
•
•
e
*
’
can still do a good chore with the
candleplns, John L. Thomas among
At St. Peter’s Church, Episcopal,
You will find some remarkable dress values here.
good colors, all sizes ........................ 59
them, but will they be able to fol Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
One
reel
at
$8.50
is
particularly
interesting.
low Lucius Cook of Leominster, for tomorrow wilt be appropriate for
Lot 3. Durham Full Fashioned Pure
Mass., Who has just celebrated his the Feast of the Circumcision. Holy
Twenty Per Cent Off on all dresses not already
82d birthday by bowling 10 strings Communion at 7.30; choral eucharist &
Silk,
heavy weight....................... 1.00
for a total of 1010?
and sermon at 10.30; church school,
marked down.
This is another lot same as we had in
at noon; Evensong and sermon at
Two members of the business St. John Baptist Church, Thomaston
November. This hose sold last year
methods committee held the floor at at 7 o’clock. Friday is the Epiphany
at 1.95.
Rotary luncheon yesterday, Charles with Holj- Communion at 7.30 and
M. Kalloch the committee's chair evensong at 7.30.
man and H. P. Blodgett. Mr. Kal• • • e
Lot 4. One table of novelty Wool
Those who know this store know the high char
loch's talk dealt with the i*elations
At the Universalist Church tomor
Hose at Bargain Prices.
between banks and their customers. row at 10.30 Rev. C. A. Knieker-; <
acter and style of our millinery merchandise, so let
emphasizing the desire ot those in- bocker will preach on “Two Songs of
this announcement inform you of the reduced prices
stitutions to serve their patrons and Life.’’
The Knickerbocker Forum
calling attention to the great cam will meet as usual, topic "Education.’’
now in order on all winter hats.
paign carried on by banks in recent Junior Union witl convene at 3 and
years to educate people to make use Y. P. C. U. at 6. At the morning
One Table of Hats at $1.00
of a bank’s facilities through the service the music will Include the
medium of deposits. In this connec anthem “Glory To God On High,”
These are velvets, some are $10 and $15 Gage
tion he discussed one of the great Lemont, and the tenor solo "How
hats. Styles are passe, but if you are clever at mak
problems thereby created in the form Beautiful On the Mountains,” Wooler,
of small checking accounts, the cost sung by Mr. Wyllie. The cantata
ing them over they are a bargain, or we will remodel
of carrying of which by a bank great will be presented at 4 o’clock. Al
For January and February needle work
them at a nominal charge.
ly exceeds the profit which under bert R. Marsh, violinist, will assist
Odds and Ends on one table at just one-half the
proper banking methods such ac at both services.
counts ought to yield. He pointed
original price
• « « •
out that this cost had to be met by
At
the
Pratt
Memorial
Church
toi
the income from the larger accounts,
not an equitable transaction. A morrow morning John Dunstan will
growing number of banks he said, are give a New Year’s message on "The
adopting a small monthly service Protected Life" and the anthem “In
charge upon all such accounts that the Beginning” will be rendered.
average less than $100, a policy likely Church School will meet at noon and
to become more general as banks are Epworth League at 5.30 topic "Walk
forced to meet the created situation, ing Life’s Road with Christ.’ The
dealing with it wisely by business evening service will be at 7.15, sub- ,
$ect, “A Man of Vision," anthem,
methods entirely ethical. Mr. Blod
"Rock of Ages,” Buck, by the choir.
gett spoke upon the relations between
32 Handbags at just half price
employer and ’employe, a subject Mrs. Joyce Jones and Miss Crockett
will sing “My Heart Ever Faithful."
which during the past 15 years has
The Prayer service Tuesday at 7.30
Increasingly received attention, to the
will be followed by a meeting of the
manifest advantage of both parties,
official board.
neither of whom can exist without
• e • e
the other. Industry, clean living, ob
At Littlefield Memorial Church,
Pongee Silk ! Here is the story on Pongee: 12
servance of law and integrity he Camden street, morning worship is at
mentioned as the essential founda 10.30 when Pastor Stuart speaks from
Men’s Pure Linen Initial Handkerchiefs, odd letters,
Momme Pongee comes in Blue and Red label. The
tion of the successful employe and he the subject “Faith’s Resources for
Blue
usually
sel
’
s
at
about
50
cents.
The
Red
label
our 25c number.......................................................... 12/4
detailed some of the things the Cen Tomorrow.” Bible school meets at
tral Maine Power Co. is doing to help noon and young people's service con
is by far the bigger seller and usually sells from 69c
its employes attain and build upon venes at 6 o’clock. Gospel preaching
to 79c. Both are pure silk and 33 inches wide.
these foundations. Every employe is by the pastor at 7.15 from the topic,
Instructed in the company’s business, 'The Decalogue of Prayer.” The
Our Red Tag prices on Pongee—
to the end that he may have for It an choir directed by J. Paul Jameson
abiding loyalty and rightly represent will sing both morning and evening
Blue Label..................................................................... -48
It to the public, which is the com and Mr. Jameson will render a vio
Red Label.......................................................................... 55
pany’s real boss and is first to be lin selection at the evening service
considered. Both talks were highly Cor .munion service will be held at .
Better grade of Pongee 16 Momme, regu
Interesting and Informing and were close of evening session. 'Week of
warmly applauded. Guests present prayer will be observed next week
larly 1.35................................................................... 1.19
were W. F. MeCharles of Manchester, with meetings every evening except
N. IL, iWyman roster and Earle Mc Saturday.
Two tables of Toys marked one-half price
Intosh, president of the Forty Club.
• • • •
.... ...
MRS. SPIDER’S NOSE
At a recent meeting of the wo
Here’s a good chance to get toys for those coming
Lot I. Odd lot of Woolen Dress Goods 36 and 54
men’s division of the Newton Theo
Several varieties of female spiders, logical Institution’s endowment cam
children’s parties
inches wide, value 2.50 to 3.50............................ 1.50
says Dr. E. E. Free, carry around paign, held In Ford Hall, Boston, 23
Odd pieces in Coatings, Serges, Fancy Worsteds,
with them, attached to their bodies, chairmen of various districts In east
the small cocoon-like sacs which ern Massachusetts accepted total
all at greatly reduced prices
contain the eggs and In which the quotas of nearly $25,000. This Is
young hatch. It has been noted by one-fifth of the sum which the wo
Fabre, the celebrated French natur men's division has undertaken no
senter CRANE company
alist, that the mother spider Is great raise by Feh. 1, 1928, In order to en
ly distressed whenever this sac is dow a chair of missions at New
removed or threatened. The be ton.
Women prominent ln this
CARD OF THANKS
It ls impossible to say definitely
Engine trouble kept the steamer
- MRS. WILLARD HAMOR
reaved mother eagerly seizes the sac movement who spoke at the meeting
We wish to tliank our neighbors and
which of the clothing materials, cot friends
if it Is again placed within her included Mrs. Everett C. Herrick,
for the kkidnew and aaelstance shown Gov. Bodwell at thin port yesterdny.
The rommunity was saddened Sat ton, wool, linen or silk, was first used, ne during the sickness and death of out dear The few passengers bound for Vinal
reach. This behavior has long been chairman of the women’s division;
haven spent the night very pleasant
regarded as, evidence of "maternal Mrs. iW. J. Budgell, chairman for urday hy the death of Mabel Harnor, but ihe best authorities are of the wife and mother.Jolm F. Bums and family,
ly here.
wife of Willard Hamor. Although a opinion that wool antedates the oth t'nloa, Dec. 27.
Instinct" In the mother spider.
•
Massachusetts, and Mrs. Hervey
But not so, says M. J. G. Millet, a Skinner, general secretary for west great sufferer for the past year she ers as a material used by man for
bore it with the greatest courage clothing. ’Cotton, which was widely
French writter.
Experiments in ern '.assachusetts.
and patience, even to the last, and used by ancient Egyptians, as well as
dicate that the mother spider po• e •.«
was never known to complain. Mrs. the Hindus, probably came next.
sesses no "sentiment” whatever. She
“Accepted In the Beloved” will be Hamor was of a cheerful, disposition, Silk, which the Chinese say dates
merely likes the smell of the egg sac.
Millet removed this sac from a spider the ’ pastor’s subject at the First always willing to help those In need, from 2650 B. C., was the third textile
and replaced it with a grain of sand Baptist Church Sunday morning at ,'iad in sickness was always one of to be adopted. Linen came later.—
made to smell like an egg sac by 10.30, followed by the New Year's the fir.» »o offer her services. She
being touched by it The spider communion and reception of new had made her home in Rockland for
BORN
seized this grain of sand instantly. members. The choir will sing "I Will a good many years and will be great
Mac Will lams—Rockland, at Brl« MMrmlty
Grains of wax, clay, brick, vegetable Magnify Thee,” Barton and “I Lay ly missed In the community In which Bnnr. Dec. 29. to iMr. and Mrs. Eerie D.
matter and almost anything were My Sons On Jesus," Nevin. Church she lived. She was 38 years of age ModWHIiams, a son, Aobert Earle.
seized W-ith- equal avidity so long as school ls held at the noon hour and I and besides her husband is survived
MARRIED
they had the right smell. Without the Young People’s Christian En- ■ by her father two brothers and a
the smell they were Ignored. In deavor at 6 o’clock. The topic of the sister; also an .adopted daughter
I’endloton-Dlrkejt—North Haven. Itr. 17.
other words, the mother spider can evangelistic, service at 7.15 will ho Pauline. Funeral services were held hy'Rev. It. F. Huse. Janice Pendleton end
not distinguish differences ln weight, “Three Cheers For the New Year.” Tuesday afternoon. Rev. E. O. Ken Hazel O. Stckey.
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
size, hardness, color or any other Special music will Include a duet by yon, the Episcopal rector, officiating
appearance. She loves her offspring Marjorie Giidden and Gladys Grant and she was laid at rest in Sea
DIED
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
and the choir will sing "I’m a Pilgrim View cemetery. The bearers were
only by smell.—The Pathfinder.
Amesbury -Pasadena, Calif , Dee. 29. Capt
old store.
I'm a Stranger," Mftrston. The topic Harry Andros, John Duggan, Frank Edwin T. Amesbury, native of kockport, aged
99 years, 6 monelw, 17 days.
The Statesman who declared that of the prayer meeting on Tuesday Cook and Alton McGraw
the tariff Is a local Issue should re evening at 7.15 will he "New Year's
Crockett's Baby Shop will have its
turn and look at us now.—Shoe and Resolutions” followed by the Teach
CARD OF THANKS
er Training Class led hy the pastor, annual “Topsy Turvy" Sale Jan. 5,
Leather Reporter.
We take this method to express our thantai
Telephone 1080
marked hr Portland optometrist. Owner may
at 8.30. The choir rehearsal will be 6, 7, when everything will be sold at for and app.-eclatlon of kindness and sym
Rockland
obtain name at THE COUHIER-GAZETTE OF
Y'ou can’t properly punish your held Tuesday evening at 8.15 Instead practically cost for three days only. pathy shown us In our reewt bereavement.
154-S-tf
Don’t miss the Topsy Turvy Sale at FIVE bv paying cost of this sdveitleemeut.
Mr. and Mn. Fred L. Young
See Tuesday’s ad.—adv.
of Monday for the winter months.
Friendship.
157-14 murderers and have them, too.
the Baby Shop, Jan. 5, 6, 7.—adv.

New Year’s Communion

COATS

Hosiery

DRESSES

MILLINERY

Art Embroidery
Goods

Red Tag Sale on

Leather Goods

Silks and Woolen Goods

Handkerchiefs

WOOLS

V. F. STUDLEY

Real Estate

CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES
ACCOUNTS DUE

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 31, 1927.
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| home of kings here and see t|ie beaui tifiil paintings, gorgeous tapestries,
_____________________________________
Rev. Edwin Jenkins and family of
I priceless porcelains, wonderful stairMillinocket arrived Thursday. Mr.
I cases of white Carrara marble (the
Jenkins nag accepted a call as pastor
finest in the world) and many other
HOTEL?'
of Union church and will begin his When You Are In Italy Talk As the Italians—No Bananas things too numerous to mention in
duties Sunday. There will be spe
this space, all spotless, immaculate,
and No Fords—Oregon Apples At Three Cents Each.
cial music by the choir.
guarded and ready to be used tomor
7
9
8
la
Lafayette Carver Corps will hold
row morning—and to think that
their annual Installation of officers
(Seventh Letter)
I to him, and we had this conversa these were all here when Columbus
12
tu
IO
Jan. 3, at the G. A. R. rooms.
pulled up anchor and started back
tion:
Capt. Luther Burns and family left
Naples. Italy.
Me—“Nice apple.
Come from to call on Isabella—I wonder what
Thursday
for
Boston.
19
ie
15
the word "antique” really means to
Editor of Tiie Courier-Gazette; —
Italy?”
Herbert Sanborn returned to Rock
lorida
When I arrived In Naples, I could
He—“No come Italy. Come Amer us little children over in America,
land Tuesday after passing the holi
who have had our government since
20
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. talk without using my hands. After ica.”
When you
Me—‘’America?'' "America?" (sur 1776—just 151 years.
W. Sanborn.
I had been here ten days, visiting
figure time hy arithmetic you get
cd BeautifuL
A Christmas tree program was around the shops and talking with prised).
He—"Yes, she come
America. strange results.
given at the Latter Day Saints
In a Oiarmina Setting,
H.
A.
Daniels.
(Oregon.)
church Friday evening in charge of the Neapolitans, I found myself using O-ree-gon. O-ree-gon.”
Me
—
"How
much
cost?"
the Ocean *~one
hand
to
Help
emphasize
my
the departments, the Temple Build
He—“Sixty centisimi for one. But
Probate Notices
ers assisting with a number of songs. conversations. After 1 had been here
Moining
Links,
FT
The attendance was large and the 20 day's, I found myself walking veery nice. Veery nice.” (He was
apologizing
for
the
very
high
price.)
STATE
OF
MAINE
»
program much enjoyed by old and
And so I bought one for 60 cen|5b
To a’l pe-sot» interred bn either of the
young. Following the songs and rec along in the street instead of on the
MAfUClMtmr USOOATCD HOTtLS INCOUPOKfiTCD tf FUMOA
hereinafter n anted:
c/Jtso operating other Southern Resat hotels
itations a social hour was given by sidewalk, which ls the custom here, tismi which is exactly Three Cents estates
At a IToba’e (\>urt held at Rock’and. im
the Department and Temple Build and using both hands to* emphasize United States money. A big. fine, and for the County of Knox, on the 20th
THt GULF STREAM-LARtWOSTH, FIA.- -THE DOLPHIh,MIAMI, FLA.
red.
Oregon
apple.
day of December in the year of our Lord one
ers, after which Santa made his ap the points in my conversation.
THE ALTEREP - DELRAY, ELA......... THE NEW OAKS-BARTOW,FLA.
The man that grew these apples in fhocwnd nine hundred and twenty-seven and
LA CONCHA -KEY WEST, FLA.’FORT 5UMTER, CHARLESTON. SXL |
pearance, coming down the fireplace
After 1 had been- here 30 days, 1 Oregon got the same price for the by adjournment from day to day from Ihe
chimney with his pack of goodies. found myself using both hands,
Rueri'atioru no» bang rnadt ty tne resident managers
20th day of aaid December. The following
apple
you
eat
in
Rockland
and
pay
5,
nutters haring been presented fo- the action
arui at the booking offices J the company ■ • ■
He stated that he scorched his whis ■shrugging my shoulders, and work
IM7
BOSTON. MASS.-(MA. A F.WORWAm) 12 muNIINGTON AVFNUE
kers enroute, but this fact did not ing in a little hip movement, a sort 6. and 7 cents each for, and the one thereupon hereinafter indicated it is hereby
Ordered:
NEW YORK - ASSOCIATED hotels INC.-20 WIST 34»niU:Er
that
I
eat
here,
2,000
miles
across
the
quench his spirits and he caused of a shimmy, with each shrug of the
CHICAGO - (MR. M.K.MCEVOV) 706 SO. LA SALLE STREET
That notice thereof be given to all persons
Atlantic and 1,000 miles more across Intere.-ted.
Richmond,va- ASSOCIATED hotels inc-ilio siaie 6ory bank bldg
59 55 5b
by causing a copy of this order
much merriment during his short ■•ight or left shoulder. At the same
50
the Mediterranean—and pay 3 cents to be published ,’hree weeks suecetwlve’v in
(
\-e— <
visit.
time, when 1 threw back my shoul
The Neapolitan Italian of Naples The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Opportunity is here taken to ders and used both hands, I found I
57
58
has little in common with his at Rockland hi said County, that they nwy
thank the Vinalhaven Light and was pushing out my stomach, and it'
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
brothers of the north in Genoa, Flor Rockland on the 17th day of January A.. I).
Power Co., for their generosity in surely was not very graceful.
bM
b5
ence,
Milan
and
Venice.
They
are
1928 at nine o’clock ir$ the forenoon, and be
lighting the Community tree, which
This useless exercise to express as different as if they were separate heard thereon, if they see cause.
stands in the center of the pond made every sentence spoken has caused
A\’XE E. BURNS late of Buffalo. New
bb
87
by flooding the ball gTound. Also for my mustache to grow very rapidly. races. Northern Italy and Sardinia York, deceased, exemplified copy of the Will
the large light furnished by them I A sort of eyebrow on the upper lip. weie once a kingdom. Naples was ami Petition fur Probate thereof asking tha*
arrther kingdom, and Sicily another the copy of said will may he allowed, filed aud
eqch evening for the enjoyment of * vou know, that seems to speed up
©TMl INTIWNATIONAI SVNDICATl
148»11
kingdom. When a man lives here in recorded in tiie Probate Court of Knox County
tlje skaters.
ua ment ary he issued to
here in this environment, and I have the south any length of time, the first and that Letters
C.
Bu
trows
Morey
of
Buffalo,
New
York,
he
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Bunker.
Mr.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
o shave twice a day. before lunch
ahd Mrs. Foster Snow and Mervyn and before dinner in order to make thing he notices is a difference in being the executor named therein without
16-To present In brief
bond.
48-Trlvlal
1-What It an Egyp
Sjiow of North Haven, spent the hol myself presentable for the dining the business methods of the mer
18-Exist
ESTATE OP AUSTIN L. HALL late of
tian of ancient
50- A compass point
chants from all those in the north,
iday as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Low- room.
Rock and. deceased. Petifion for A<hninistra
22-Rank; file
descent called?
it
is
almost
impossible
for
an
Ameri

(abbr.)
tion asking that Lottie M. Hall of Rockland,
ney Bunker.
My American Rockland clothes at
6-To suggest
51- What Is the Latin 25-Obtcure
Mrs. Jennie Smith who was the tracted so much attention when I can to do business here in the shops. or some other suitable person be appointed
27- What le th< capital
indirectly
Adnix. wit tout bund.
I
am
not
speaking
of
the
first
class
MIAMI, FLORIDA
for “nothing?"
gllest of her son L. C. Smith over the mingled witli the natives, that 1 went
of Lower Bu, ia?
10-Eskimo’e home
ESTATE OF NATHAN D. ROBS late of
hotels, or the banks, or the Ameri
holiday returned to Rockland Tues o a local tailor to have a suit made
52A
tree
Rockport,
deceased,
Petition
for
Perpetual
28Con
junction
12-On a higher place
can Express, or any ot the Tourist
fhe
from the
cold «nd give
day.
care of BurLal Lot filed by Prank II. Ingia64-Mineral spring
29- Not many
that would make me look like the
14- Scent
Mildred Robinson, a student nurse rest of the«e chans, and when he Agencies. Just the native shops. Th° ham. Executor.
uou?
family
a
everq out
S7-A
square
land
30Reeord
’
15- Realltlea
other day 1 took some, films to the
ESTATE OP ELIZA J. McLAUGHLIN late
at Knox Hospital has been home the asked me whether I wanted it made
32- What are the
door
(eaeafion
may
including
hathihg
measure
17-A notable period
best
Kodak
shop
in
Naples,
on
the
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Perpetual
past week.
highest mountains
59-Crafty
English, American, or Italian style. via Chiaha—a roll of but six film)— (*are of Bur al Lut filed by J’rank H. Ingra
19- German feminine
x
you
ajn
live
for
less
here
jhon
athorne-sfop
of
Tuesday
evening
Rita
Greenlaw
ham.
Administrator.
of S. America?
I immediately said Italian. I got md asked for three prints of each.
61-To moderate
article
and Doris Holmstrom gave a party at what I asked for. I use a shoe horn
ESTATE OP HENRY K. HUTCHINSON
33- A musical note
63-To navigate
HOTEL
20- Word of assent
Certainly. I could have them that late
of Rockland, deceased, Pelitiun for Per
the home of the former in honor of to get into the tight trouser legs.
34- Short slumber
same afternoon at 5 o'clock, or 17 petual care of Burial Lot filed by Helen M
21- Possesslve pronoun 64- Peraonal pronoun
Oborge and Ralph Morong, who left Right whe. e we in America try to
Sunaier Retor1sM
HRft/brour
35- To weary
Hutchinson Page, Admx.
65- Mercantlle traffic
23- To miss one’s aim
o'clock
as
they
call
it
here
—
for
there
for Philadelphia and Portland Wed cover up our abdominal development
lUustruled booUtf
38-Time-period
JOSHI’A E. STARRETT late of Warren,
66- What la a street
24- A month (abbr.)
are
24
hours
on
these
clocks
In
Italy.
ChucthiH
IttllRiW
and rates
nesday.
39- Personal pronoun
is. we age—the pod, we call it—these I came back at 5 and was told tu deceased. Will and Petition for ITobate the.vcar called In
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and through the efforts of E. C. Mc here in Naples and not knowing the Silk is scarce and very dear. Neck deceased, Will and Petition for Probate there deceased.
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asking that Lette s Testamentary be issued
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bond.
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Fossett.
Rockiand was appointed Exx. without Irono
pointed Administratrix whhout bund.
EMPIRE THEATRE
is a chap behind a little round desjr find the greatest variety of frames
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JOSHUA E. STARRETT late of Warren, de
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now playing So realistic and true
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HOWARD V. RACKLIFF late of Rockland
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AT HIGHEST MARKET
on rieing and retiring
Italian had set up a little fruit cart Joachim Murat (Napoleon’s general); j akWv.' BroXav"4;‘Sl °ta,l“g‘ ?,e’”
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
of his widowed sister's children, that
PRICES
That list '
at the edge of the stone bridge that and Victor Emanuel.
Norway Medioine Co.
he is in good standing with his em
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 5
Ship us your acciimniulatlnn. Con
runs out from the Boulevard to the speaks volumes. The Norman, the
ployers and with the men of the
signments held seven days and if our
SHIP
Evenings bv Appointment
Castle dell Ovo. There are many German, the French, the Spanish, the
valuation ia unsatisfactory, we return
Brotherhood. That the speeding car
US
your furs and I’AY ALL CARTAGE
kinds of strange fruit on the stand, Bourbon, Napoleon and Emanuel of
of a joy-riding society girl should
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
EXPENSES.
M. de
For the quickest and most efficient
crash into his train, causing the first
Ladlea! Aakj«nrDr«ffist for AA [and stuck up every foot apart were the present reigning family.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Cbl*«ke»>ter• Diamond IIrand//\\
Called For Within City Limits
When I think of Henry Ford col service and best results. TRY US.
accident identified with his name. Is
Fills In Bed aud Mold metoUicXV/ I long plumes that looked like white
Phone 226-M
boset, sealed with Blue Ribbon. \/ ' ostrich feathers.
These, swaying in lecting antiques: old stage coaches Reference Federal National Bank.
PLUMBING, HEATING
Office Hours; 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
a grief to him, but this is forgotten
Taka aa other. Buy of year v
1 the gentle breeze, kept the flies and and spinning wheels .ess than 200 Quotations and tags on request,
in p ty for the girl. Pity turns easily
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
Residence until 9 A. M.. and by
^06
Pleasant
St.
Rockland
bugs on the move. I noticed some years old--any of them—and then '
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
into love, and before he knows it ho
yean known as Best. Safest. Always Reliable
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland
large, red apples, and they looked look around the m,ny magnificent
Telephone 244-W
Appointment. Telephone 184
is engaged to a girl whose mother
SOLO BT DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE familiar to me. And so I went over rooms we were shown ln this old 4 Faneuil Hall Mkt Boston, Maaa.
conies to plead that she cannot stand
THOMASTON, ME. ,
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TOWN

OF

VINALHAVEN

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Vinalhaven, in the County of Knox, for
he year 1927.
Tho following list of taxes on real eatate of non-resident owners In the Town of Vlnallaven aforesaid, for the year 1927, committed to me for collection for said Town on the
■5th day of July, 1927, remain unpaid; and notice ls hereby given that If said taxes with
Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as ls
ufflclent to pay the amount due therefor, including Interest and chargee, will be sold
pithout further notice at pbulic auction at Memorial Hall in said Town, on the first Monay in February, 1928, at nine o’clock A. >1.
Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

Description of Property

l'ameof Owner

DDWELL GRANITE CO., C. B. PAINE RCGBIY R—Land and building known
as the Crandall House, situated on Ph sant Street between land of
Lucia Coombs heirs and land of the Pars nage. Value of land $150.00.
57 80
Value of buildings $1,000.00 ............................................................................. $
Land and buildings known as the Valle) House, land bounded by West
by townway. East by land of Roy Nl< kereon, South by East Main
Street, West by land of Augusta Peaslee. Value of land $150.00.
Value of buildings $50.00 ................................................................................
11 29
Lot of land on East side of Indian Cr*ek, bounded Weat toy land of
Hilda Strachan, East and (South toy ton i of J. Leopold Co
Value of
3 95
land $50.00 ...........................................................................................................
Sullivan house so called, occupied by S. E. Smith, near residence of
Maud Winslow. Value of building $150 "0 ..................................................
8 84
One half of Elizabeth Crockett lot, so called, used as store yard at
Sands, so called. Value of land $204.0*' ..................................................
11 29
Land known as the duff and Beehive lots, situated Just west of Harbor
8 84
Office building. Value ot land $150.00 ............................... '.........................
25 98
Harbor bam, so called. Value of building $500.00 .......................... .
25 98
Harbor Quarry property, so called. Value of land $500.00 ......................
Land and bundling known as the Fernaid and Carver store occupied
by T. Sawyer and others, comer Main and High streets. Value of land *
21 08
$100.00. Value of building $300.00..................................................................
Building used as office on west side of town highway leading to
steamboat wharf, opposite lqpd of E. S. Loud. Value of building
11 29
$200.00 ..................................................................................i...............................
3 95
Carriage and wagon shop near Harbor Earn. Value of building $50.00
Land used as stone yard at Sands so called. Land bounded West by
kind of Sands Quarry property, South by land of H. W’. Fifleld and
25 98
Smith's Point, West by Sand Cove. Value of land $500.00 ......................
New stone shed on above described land snd including contents.
25 98
Value of building $500.00 ..............................................................................
Blacksmith shop and contents situated on land used as stone yard.
6 39
Value of building $100.00 ................................................................................
Sands wharf so called, Including all h -isting machinery, derricks and
74
94
buildings. Value of land $1,300.00. Value of buildings $200.00 ..........
Sixteen shares of Sands Quarry proper*
Value of land $800.00 ........
11 29
Fernaid Boarding House so called. Value of building $200.00 ..............
New Job Shop building, Including enclosed machinery. Value of build
60 25
ing $1,200.00 .......................................................................................................
Compressor building. Including enclosed machinery. Value of building
50 46
$1,000.00 ................................................................................................................
Land and Quarry known as the Reubei. Carver quarry, bounded North
and East by shore, South by land of W. F. Lyford, West by land of
25 98
W. E. Lincoln. Value of i°nd $500.00 ........................................................
Land and Quarry known as Wharffis Qiarry, bounded North by land of
F ed Hall and shore of Long Cove, Baa by land of Peas ee and Bunker,
50 46
West by ahore and laud of Fred Hall. Va^ue of land $1,000.00 ..............
Boarding House at Wharffs' Qua ry on above described land. Value
3 95
of building $50.00 ...............................................................................................
3 M
Two small buildings on above described and. Value of bid dings $50.00
25 98
Wharf Including derrick at Wharff’s Q arry. Value of ’add $500.00 ..
40 66
Power House and enclosed machinery. Value of building $800.00 ....
Land and buildings known as the Joi n Ingerson place, land bounded
North by town highway. East and So th by land of B. G. Co., West
by land of H. W. Antes. Value of l..nd $150.00. Value of building
16 18
$150.00 ....................................................................................................................
Partridge House so called, situated on west side of town way leading
3 95
to Granite Island. Value of building $50.00.................................................
Ice wharf, sc called, situated on west side of Sands Cove, Including
11 29
land bought of J. H. Sanborn. Value of land $200.00 ................................
Frank Brown wharf, so called, situated at head of Rands Cove and
21 08
adjoining land of Mrs. Joseph Nelson. Value of land $400.00 ..............
Land and buildings on Doer’s bland, so called. Value of land $400.00.
21 08
Value of buildings $000 ....................................................................................
Shaw House and lot on Dyer’s Island, so called. Value of land $000.
11 29
Value of buildings $200 00 ..............................................................................
Land and buildings at City Point so called, including Quarry and
50 46
wharf. Value of land $1,000,..........................................................................
Land and Quarry situated on North side of Granite bland, including
25 98
wharf. Value of land $500.00 ........ ............................................................
Wild land and wood land known as the Stephen Delano property.
13 74
Value of land $250.00 ..................................................................................
HERRMANN ESTATE—'Land bounded North by Herrmann Estate, East by shore
of Roberts' Harbor. South by land of Allston Huntress, West by
land of J. Leopold Co. same being In main the original land bought of
74 94
E. 8. Roberts. Value of land $1,500.00 ........................................................
Dwelling No. 1 on sho e on above described land. Value of build
74 M
ing $1,500 00 ........................................................................................................
BV 18
Dwelling No. 2 situated near barn. Value of building $1,750.00 ..........
11 IB
Pump House so called, Including machinery. Value of building $200.00
87 IH
Bam and stable on above described land. Value of building $1,750.00
21 (.8
Building known as Hen Houses. Value of building $400.00......................
25 N
Building known as Hot House. Value of building $500.00 ......................
8 84
Building known as Hog House. Value of building $150.00 ......................
8 84
Building known as Goose House. Value of building $150.00 ..............
8 84
Building known as Wood House., Value of building $150.00 ..................
3 95
Building known as Work Shop. Value of building $50.00 ......................
Land and buildings known as the Walter Young farm and occupied by
Walter Young. Land bounded North by Carver’s Cove, East by land
of Carl (ederbe g, South and WeM by land of F. Herrmann Estate
50 46
and town way. Value of land $750.00 Value of buildings $250.00 ....
Land and buildings known as the Fred Carver place, land bounded North
by Carver’s Pond. East by land of F HeTmann Estate, South by land
of Carrie E. Paige and land of Blanche Cummings and others. Value of
45 56
land $500.00. Value of buildings $400.00 ..................................................
CHARLOTTE A. CARVER—Three shares Sanda Quarry property. Value
8 H4
of land $150.00 ...................................................................................................
6 39
._AS. L. CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry property. Value of land $100.00
.IBBY-BURK.HELL FISHERIES CO.—Land and buildings known as the Fish
Wharf, abutted oai the east aide of Carver’s Harbor so called, con
sisting of Fish plant, cold storage ami glue factory, including wharves.
Land bounded North by land of Clara Smith, East by land of Mrs.
M. Chillis, Llewellyn Smith and others. South by land of Chas. Young.
W««t by Carver's Harbor, including all the installed and permanent
40 40
machinery. Value of land $7,500. Value of building* $7,500.00 ..........
tEO. B. SMITH ESTATE—Land and buildings. Land bounded North by Pond
Street. East by land of Sands Quarry property, South by land of
Laverne Vinal. West by land of Winifred Yo.kA Value of land $50.00.
27 20
Value of buildings $475.00 ..............................................................................
F. SPEAR—Land and buildings occupied by Ben Dyer. Land bounded West
by land of George Bradford Heirs, North toy land of Almond Chetwynd,
East by East Boston Street, South by land of Blanche Cummings.
17 40
Value of land $50.00. Value of buildings $275.00 ......................................
IjVCIE TELMAN—Land and buildings. Land bounded North by East Main
Street, East by land of F. A. Brown, South by land of William
and Maud Doane, West by land of Laura Smith. Small dwelling on
40 W
above described land. Value of land $125.00. Value of buildings $650.00
13 74
Value of building $250.00 ..................................................................................
VARREN TOWLE—Land and buildings known as Red Lion Camp so called.
6ltuated in Carver's Pond. Value ot land $25.00. Value of buildings
6 30
.
$75 00 .....................................................................................................................
GRACE ROBERTS—Tliree bungalow lots at Shore Acres, so called. Bungalow
on lot No. 2 at Shore Acres. Value of land $225.00. Value of build
2J 98
ings $275.00 ........................................................................................................
lOHN C. MONAGHAN—Land and buildings, l and bounded N. and E. by land of
Fred Hall. S. by land of J. Leopold & Co.. W. by shore. Value of
8 84
land, $25.00. Value of buildings $1-25.00 ......................................................
RS. MABEL CREIGHTON—Islands known as the White Blands in Penob
scot Bay In a northerly direction from Hurricane Island, formerly
4 94
the property of 4. H. Hewett helm. Value of land $1500.00 ................
B. DAVIS- Land and buildings known as Lane’s Island and the Lane’s
Island House bought of F. 8. Wall* Kstate. land bounded N. by
Carver’s Harbor. E. by Indian Creek. 8. and W. by shore. Value
197 34
of land $2500. Value of buildings, $1500.....................................................
C. E. BOMAN.
C. 21. 1927.
Collector Jf Taxes of the Town of Vinalhaven, Maine.

TOWN OF NORTH

SOUTH THOMASTON |
UNION
laden with gifts and a bag of popROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hawes, Mrs. G. corn and candy for each one' <!ame8
iDt. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster and
Harry YVisgin and son Vincent of
C. Hawes and Misses Edith and Sybil were played anl un enjoyable even daughter Jane of Bangor. Mr. and Hartford. Conn., came to spend
ing passed. There were 45 present.
Hawes spent Christmas Day with Mr.
Mrat Floyd Sha.v, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Christmas with Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin. i
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Williams
and Mrs. 1. E. Starrett-In Wh-ren.
Ingraham of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Hei-n Sleeper of BridgewaAer,
and
Mrs.
Zena
Nelson
were
recent
Schuyler Hawes of Plalnsboro, N.
Herbert-Thomas, Miss Elizabeth and Mass., arrived Friday for a week’s
visitors
at
Augusta.
J., and Mary and Cora Hawes of Bos
Clarence Thomas of Camden were
IFranz U. Burkett of Portland was entertained Monday at the home of visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. j
ton are spending the Christmas re
W. P. Sleeper.
the guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
cess with their mother Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin P. Wooster.
It seemed quite like old times to
F.
E.
Burkett
over
Christmas.
Hawes.
C. E. Rhodes Is confined to his see the Lester house open and a
Seven Tree Giange wllf Install of heme by Illness.
Miss Harriet Stewart and Stewart
happy company there for (Christ
ficers Jan. 11.
Miss Susie Buckminster who is at
Demick of Wultham, were guests of
, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah E. Ames and home from Castine for the holidays mas. Mrs. Mitchell came Thursday
Mrs. Rose Stewart over the holiday.
son Gerald spent Christmas In Rock was the guest of Miss Alice Palmer from Portland and Mr. Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Merriam were
("Jim') from New York and Satur
land guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl in Searsport Tuesday.
guests Christmas of Mr. and Mrs. A.
day Miss Helen. Albert, Jr.. Donald
Christofferson.
Fuller.
Mrs. Annie J. Gardiner spent the and Malcolm Lester accompanied by
Dr. Plumer, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur weekend and holiday with her
Mr. and Mr-;. H. A. Hawes and
Abbott and Mrs. Marion Alden mo daughter Mrs. John Buzzell In Master Jack Mitchell and Barbara
children spent Christmas with Mr.
came by auto from Portland. The
tored to Augusta recently.
Simonton.
and Mrs. C. W. Mank.
entire party iias now returned to
George Furbush of Waterville was the various cities from which they
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farris enter
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
tained the .lolly Club Friday evening.
SWAN’S ISLAND
came.
Moody Wednesday.
There were 42 present. The time was
Friends of the sick people in town
the
!
There
were
union
services
in
Miss Nellie M. Thorndike who fell will be glad to learn that Mrs. Arthur
spent with cards and refreshments
i
Methodist
Church
Sunday.
Special
on the ice Tuesday evening and frac
followed by Santa Claus remembering
! inukic was rendered by the Baptist tured her hip is at Knox Hospital for Norton who has been seriously ill
everyone with an appropriate gift.
from Rciatiea for several weeks is
I
choir
with
Miss
Laura
Sprague
pre

treatment. She has the sympathy of
Miss Mary Hawes entertained a
slightly improved and that Robert
many friends .n her painful acci
company of 20 friends and relatives siding at the organ.
Willlamsi Sr., who has spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson of dent.
at her home Tuesday evening.
Jesse Snow of Bangor was a guest past three weeks in Knox Hospital
Those home from schools and col Rockland spent Christmas with Mr.
where he underwent two surgical
at Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou’s Tuesday.
leges over the holidays included and Mrs. Isaac Stinson.
operations is able to sit up for a
Dr. C. B. Popplestone of Bangor
C. E. Grotton has returned to
Arthur Robbins and Irvin Matthews
Searsport after spending Christmas short time.
from University of Maine; Dean was In town Sunday.
Mr. und Mrs. Carl Snow enter
Austin Joyce of Norword. R. I., is with his family.
Webber, Well-.-uIeyan; Reino Olson,
Mrs. Annie Merrill of Rockland was tained at dinner and for the day
Bowdoin; Gertrude Robbins, Castine visiting his sister. Mrs. N. B. Trael
the guest of Mrs. Minnie Crozier Christmas Mr. Snow's mother, Mrs
Normal; and Evelyn Matthews who in Atlantic.
Georgia Snow and Mr. and Mrs. MilMrs. Ed. Sprague is in Knox Hos Thursday.
teaches in Massachusetts.
The annual meeting of the Baptist ton Knowlton and family.
Farm Bureau meets Thursday in pital for an append-icitis operation
The installation of officers of the
Church was held Thursday evlning,
and friends all wish her success.
the Masonic dinir.g hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank M ilan are j preceded by a picnic surper at 6.30, Wessaweskeag Grange will tuke
A skating party was enjoyed by a I
place Wednesday evening, Jan. 4, to
large crowd of the young .people on visiting Mr. and Mrs. Orin Milan with a goodly number present. Re
ports of the different organizations be semi-public, each member privi
Seven Tree po id Wednesday evening. ! at the lighthouse.
leged to Invite one guest. There will
Mrs. Lila L. Burrill of New York
Mrs. Jud Smith and Mrs. Carlton of the church were given, and officers
City is spending the holidays with I Joyce are on a trip to Portland and for the year chosen. Miss Hazel be a 6 o’clock supper. Ethan Rowell
Lane, director of religious education will he the Installing officer.
her parents Rev. and Mrs. E. S. ! Boston.
Sunday night a large company en
the Waltham Congregational
Uflford.
1 Go-idle Staples of Beverly is spend- in
joyed an entertainment and Christ
Rev. C. H. B. Selliger will preach a 1 ing the holidays with her parents, Church, who ls visiting her parents mas tree at the church. The affair
New Year’s sermon at the Congrega- Mr. and Mrs. A’fred Staples in At- Capt. and Mrs. George Lane, gave a
was under the management cf Mrs.
tional Church n^tt Sunday at 10.30 lantlc. Mr. Staples is in very poor most Interesting report of the work
Ermine Tyler and Mrs. Ella Watts
she is doing and the methods used.
o'clock.
health.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bennett of whose efforts should be greatly ap
There will he a business meeting ■ Beatrice Stockbridge who attends
preciated, but as most of the chil
for the members of the Congrega- ! school In Portland is heme for the Rumford have been visiting relatives
dren’s parts had previously been giv
in town for a few days.
tional Church Saturday evening and i holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Paul have en In the school entertainments, due
it is hoped all members will attend.--------------------appreciation should also be expressed
The American Ix-glon and Auxili- ; You need only one kind of flour returned from Boston and Malden
for the efforts of the local teachers
where
they
passed
Chritttmas
with
ary held a Christmas tree at their ■ when you have HARDESTY PEEPtheir daughters Mrs. Harold Spear Mrs. Margaret Gillchrest and Miss
124-S-tf
hall Dec. 20. The tree was well (LESS.—adv.
Pauline Beals and the other ladiee
nd Mrs. I-anson Hyde.
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed, son John who assisted. The program:
F. and daughter Dorothy returned March ........................................ Sunday School
TOWN OF WARREN
Friday to Roxbury, after spending a No Room at the Inn ..............George Harlowe
Song—Away in a Manger ... Sunday School
few days at the home of Mrs. Sher Greeting ................................ Barba u Harlowe
STATE OF MAINE
man
’
Weed.
Christmas
Ls Coming .............. A’toerta Graves
I'npaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Warren. In the County of Knox, for the
year 1927 on non-resident property.
Among other kindly acts done by A Letter to Santa ......................Everett Elwell
Santa C’wua ............................... Celia Crowley
the Johnson Society during the 1 A Cand’e for Santa .............. Floyd Radcliffe
Total Tax
Description of Property
Name Of Owners
Christmas seasdn, ten large boxes , A Christmas Song..........................Ralph Tyler
containing provisions, fruit, jellies, Fairy Snow Fiakes....................... Alice BaAini
ALTON HI TLER ESTATE—Formerly owned by William Fish.
Bounded on
preserves at.d toys for the children Suppose.................................... Gordon C.wvley
Xorth by land of Maria Creighton, Ea« by land of William Hart,
3 49 were distributed among the poor of Song—Down the Chimney .............................
South by land of M. S. Leach, West by land of Cassie Dolhaan ..............3
....................... Vina and Barbara Harlowe
WARREN CROCKETT ESTATE—(la a.) Bounded on the North by land of
he town, and many shut-ins visited If You Are flood ........................Cwrleen Snow
J W. Ox'.on (Heirs), East hy land of Roektiort Line, South by land
Through
the Telephone ..........Parker Jackson
24 and gifts presented which brought
of M. A. Simmons, West by land of V. E. Leach ......................................
A Doll and Her Mother .......... Ellzabe.h Till
E. W. KENNEY—(6 a.)
Bounded on the North and South by land of
heer and the real Christmas spirit.
Song—Jesus* Bi tthday .................................
W. B. McIntyre. Ea« by land of J. Orbeton, West by land of X. E. Leach
..................... Morion and Charles Watts, Jr.
Rev. B. H. Johnson will preach at
ERNEST E. KNIGHT—(tu a—1 Ra nt. Bounded on the East by land of
Tlte Star of Bethlehem ............... Sylvia Tyler
8 42 the Methodist Church Sunday moan
Mason Tolman. South by* road. West hy land of William B. McIntyre
My Manuim Knows ......................Carol Graves
IRVING P. Tt'TTLE AND FOSTER NEWCOMB—(10 a.) Irving Brewster lot.
ing taking for his subject, “We iNever Christmas........................................ Doris Pierce
Bounded North and East by land of Herman Stanfus, South by Rock
Passed This Way Before." The Exercise ............................................. (Jrade II
land line. West by land of Orbeton (Heirs) (5 a.), hounded on the North
—The.’e’s a Song In the Air..................
evening topic will be, “The Power of Chorus
hy land of J. N. Vinal. East by land of Sarah Howard, South and
Recitation .............................. Arlene Knowlton
88 62 Memory."
WetM by land of Joseph Stickney .........................
On Chrlaunas Day .............. Virginia Browne
i on tire North toy
CHARLES S. SMITH—(3% a. house and barn). Bo
Rev) J. L. Wilson at the Baptist Santa Claus’ Reindeer.......... Kenneth Pierce
land of Sophia Kirk, East by land of William 0. Blckfo.d
Blckfo.d,, South
Recitation .......................... Richard Know tan
24
82
>•••••
Church
Sunday
morning
will
take
for
bv land of William K. Wight (Heirs), Went by road
Song ....................... Myrtle and John Harlowe
of" F.’ W.
FRED W. TROWBRIDGE (10 a.) Bounded on the North by land
his subject, "The Vision of Janus." Christmas Is Coming .............. Ethel Holbrook
of
Packard,
Loren
Trowbridge. East by M. C. R. R., South by land
The Little Babe of Bethlehem, Mildred Graves
Bible
school
at
the
noon
hour
and
3 69
West by Town line ................................................
Once t'pon a Time
Marion Watts
WILLIS A. MOODY,
preaching service at 7 o’clock.
Christmas Pay .......
Jonathan Graves
54-8-3
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Warren. Me., for the year 1927.
A -meeting of Rockport Board of Old Christmas .......
. George Harlowe
Trade is called at 7 p. m. Tuesday One Exception ..............
.... Vlnie Graves
Myrtle Harlow^
evening at the selectmen's office. All That'a Christman
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
Recitation ................................ Hugh Knowlton
members and those interested in the So’o............................................... Alfred Young
STATE OF MAINE
I'npaid taxes on land situated in the Town of St. George, in the County of Knox, for welfare of Rockport are invited to Offerto y ................................................................
f4olo ................................................... Miss Stn-i.h
the year 1927.
be present.

ox. tor the year 1927.
,
_
. „ .
TOe following list of real eatate of noo-realdent owners In the Town of Xorth
even Maine aforesaid, for the year 1*27. tuntnfued to me for collection for aald Town
i the sixth day of May. 1927, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said
ip, with Interest and charges are not prevoualy paid, so much of the real estate taned
j is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be sold
dthout further notice at public auction at Ockett's Hail In said Town, on the fl at Monday
i February, 1928, at nine o'clock A. At.
2
Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

Description of Property

H. LEW1B BANKS—Buildings and Lot « acres. Value of land 81.600.ft0.
Buildings 81,400 00. Land bounded North and South by shore, East
108 00
by land of W. R. Dole. West by land of M. Bowdltch .............................. 3
ST WILLIAM THOMAS. ELLA G-vl'LD ADAMS—Buildings end Lot. 40
acres. Value or land
00.00.
Buildings 3100.00.
Land bounded
XorUt and West by shore, East by land of A. E. Martell, South
31 60
by lapd of Annie Thomas ..............................................•’.................................
*
FRANK BEVERAGE.
Collector ol Taxes of the Town of North Haven, Maine.
North Haven. Maine, Dec. 24, 192T.

TOWN

OF HOPE

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Hope, In th-e County of Knox, for the
K’ear 1927.
I
The following list of taxes on real eatate of non-resident owners In the Town of Hope
kforesald, for the year 1927, committed to me tor collection for uid Town on the twentyrixth day of May, 1927, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that if aaid taxes with
Interest and cliarges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is suf
ficient to pay the amount due therfor, including interest and charges, wi.l be soid without
Further notice at public auction at Town Hcuse in aaW Town, on the first Monday in
1928, at nine o’clock A. M.
■

Amount of Tax Due
Incl 'ding Interest and
Charges

Description of Property

Name of Owner

E. AND R. A. OUSHBE—Iaaae Hobbs place, bounded on North by land of J.
G. Gath, East and South by land of W. B. Fish, West, Town Boad.
Contains four acres. Vinal lot bounded on North by land of W. B.
Fteh, East land of W. B. Fish, South by land of Fred Black, West by
land of F ed Hart Heirs, conuina 1< acres.
Brown lot bounded on
North bv land of Fred Hart Belra, Bast by land of Charles Bicknell
Heirs, 8outh by land of W. B. Flah. Wert by land of Fred Black,
contains 16 acres: Hemenway Paelurt, North bj Town Road, East
by I. G. Wright, South land of M. B. Hobbs, West by Town Road, con
tains 16 acres. Total value $900.00
.................................... ••••••••••I

CARL L. MERRIFIELD,

<1 03

Collector of Taxes of the Town of Hope.
December 22, 1927.

TOWN OF APPLETON
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxas on lands situated ln the Town of Appleton, In the County of Knox, for
he year 1927.
The following list of taxes on real estate of resident owners in the Town of Appleton,
or the year 1927. committed to me for collection, for said town, on the fourteenth day of
-Hay. 1927, remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
Charges ase not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
he amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at
he Town House in said town, (the same being the place where the last preceding annual
meeting <1 said town was held) on the first Monday of February, 1928, at nine o’clock
A. M.
S’amcs of Oeners

Description of Real Estate

The following list of taxes on real eetale of non-resident owners in the Town of
St. George, for the year 1927, committed to me for collection for said Town, on the SOth
day of April. 1927, remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if aaid taxes, interest
and charges are not previously patd, as much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at
Ihe High School Building, in said town, on the first Monday of February, 1928, at nine
o'clock A. M.

Name of Owners

Tax on Real Estate

39 20
E. ROBINSON—Home place. No. of Acres 100. Value $800 .......................... $
JP PORTER OR OWNER—J. Eastman wood lot.
No of Acres 20
9 80
Value $200 ....................
........................................................
12 25
OF ALANSON WENTWORTH-Farm. Value $250........................................
LYNDON M. JOHNSON.
Collector of T«sn for the Town of Appleton for the year 1927.
154-8-3
Dec. 21, 1927.

Description of Real Estate

Total Tax

0. W. GRIDLEY—House, barn and land. Bounded N. by Shaw. E. by Harbor
34
Lots. S. by Crtherine Ditrhett, W. by Oive. Total value 3700.00 ..........8
No. 2—House, bam and land. No. of Acres 5. Bounded N. by Rose
Teele. E. by Harbor Lots. S. by E. Smith, W. by Road. Total value
14
3390.00 .......................... ................................................................................. .
7
No. 3 Woodiot. No. of Acres 20. Total value 31.10.00 ..................................
A. MacKENZIE FOWLER—House, bam and land in Dist. 18. No. of Acres
3. Total value 3200.00.............................................................................................
JOHN BROWN OR OWNERS—Land, known as Stone Island. No of Acres 5.
6
Total value 8121.00 .............................................................................................
JOSEPH T. SIMMONS.
I14-S-3
Collector of Taxes for the Town of St. George, Me for the year 192'

30
7ft
40

10

TOWN OF WASHINGTON
STATE OF MAINE
,
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Washington, In the County of Knox, for
the year 1927.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Wash
ington aforesaid, for the year 1927, committed to me for collection for said Town on the
27th day of May, 1927, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given tbat if said taxes with
interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold with
out further notice at public auction at Town House In said Town, on the first Monday In
February, 1928, at nine o’clock A. M.
Name of Owner

HAVEN

STATE OF MAINE
I’npaid taxes on lands shunted in the Twa of North Haven, Maine, In the County of

Same of Owner
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Charges

ROY C. FISH—Joseph Achorn lot bounded N. by highway, E. by J. F. Davis,
8. by Shattuck lot, W. by Union line. Fitch lot bounded N. by high
way, E. by Achorn lot, W. by Gallop place ..................................................$
BURTON FLANDERS—Sivlnburne lot hounded N. by Charles Everett, E. by
highway, 8. by W. D. Decoster, W. by W. D. Decoster ..............................
3 59
DORIS DICKERSON—One half of Wellman lot bounded N. by Edson Wellman,
E. by Muddy pond, S. by Blrdell Hibbert. W. by Alton Wellman ..........
4 48
GEORGE FLANDERS—Pinkham Orchard. Bounded N. by A. E. Johnston, E.
by highway, S. toy Rosewell Pinkham. W. by Rosewell Pinkham ..........
4 77
CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY ALUANCE, LNC.—Ingalls place bounded N. by
highway, E and S. by Mahloon Turner, W. by highway. Barn lot
bounded by Farrar, highway and Lester Black. Part of Shattuck lot
bounded N. by A. Lelgher, E. by old Union Jlne, S. by F. Light heirs.
W. by Fred Shattuck. Leeman Lot so called bounded on the N. by
F. Light heirs, E. by Sidelinger lot, W. by W. G. Howard ........................
76 16
JAMES CUNNINGHAM—Greenleaf lot bounded N. toy Town line, E. by W. W.
Lenfest, 8. toy Ernest Hannan, W. by Town line..........................................
5 0
EVERETT CUNNINGHAM—Ed. Cunningham place bounded on the N. by Gore,
E. by W. H. Smalley, 8. by Rose Savage place and highway, W. by
John Marr hei:s ...................................................................................................
11 85
COPELAND BROS.—Part of Lessner lot bounded N. by G. F. Lessner, E. by
L. T. Marr, S. by Ralph Hibbert, W. by E. L. Spear Co.. Also part of
Calligan lot ...........................................................................................................
20 70
LILLA GROTTON—Howard Farm bounded N. by Kennedy lot, E. toy Cyrus Jones.
S. by E. L. Spear Co. and G. M. Hibbert, W. by old Ballard line, and
W. M. Staples .......................................................................................................
20 70
HENRY PLACE—Hiram Evans Farm, so called .........................................................
26 60
R. A. ANDFT. E. GUSHEE—Bryant lot. bounded N. and E. by Miller lot, 8. by
G. W. Rhodes, W. by W. A. Bowley..................................................................
5 95
L. A. LAW HEIRS—Part of Lincoln lot, bounded N. by A. 0. Sherman, E. by
Mrs. Abner Hill. 8. by highway, W. by M. L. Young. Meadow lot
bounded N. by F. E. Pierpont and C. E. Bartlett, E., S. and W. by
M. L. Young .........................................................................................................
4 48
A. D. McDonald—Home place bounded N. by L. D. Cargill, E. toy M. G.
Pitcher. 8. by Jefferson line W. by C. E. Llttlehale ..................................
19 43
FRANK PIERPONT—East lot bounded N. by W. 8. Johnston, E. toy C. E. Bart
lett, S. by G. W. Gove lot, W. by Luce Bros, and Thomas Butler ..........
7 43
J. A. SPROWLE—Clark lot bounded N. by Morrill Brann, E. by W. M. Staples,
S. bv highway, W. by Curtis place ...............................................................
26 60
FRED SHATTUCK—Timber lot bounded N. by I. C. Powell, E. by *W. G. Howard
and Lucia Wellman, S. by C. E. Vanner, W. by highway ......................
10 37
A. O. 8FEAR—Newhall lot and Farrar lot ..................................................................
10 38
RALPH WELLMAN—Alton Wellman lot. bounded N. Alton Wellman, E. toy
highway, S. by Birdell Hibbert, W. by Alton Wellman ........................ ..
10 38
JOHN PARLIN—Cottage on Campground .....................................................................
3 59
MBS. G. A. JONE8—Home place. Bounded N. by Jackson stream and Rosa
place, E. toy stream, S. by C. C. Rivera, W. by H. J. Moore. Bond Field
bounded N. by highway, E. toy C. C. Rivers, 8. by Jackson stream,
W. by highway .....................................................................................................
24 54
MRS. C. F. II’EASLDB—Lumber lot bounded N. by J. F. Davis, E. by Sidney
Humes, S. by E. A. Lelgher, W. by J. F. Davis. Part of Slater lot,
bounded N. and E. by highway, S. and W. by Clarence Moore .................
7 13
MORRILL BRANN HEIRS—Bounded N. by Mrs. Joe Hisler and Susan Bragg.
E. by Kennedy lot, S. by J. A. Sprowl, W. by Somerville line. Jones
lot bounded N. by highway, E. by Hisler place, S. by Newhall place,
W. by Grotton lot .................................................................................................
26 08
MATTIE J. BUDDUCK—Home place bounded N. toy Jackson place, E. toy
29
Jiighway, S. by Frank Folsom, W. toy Somerville line ..............................
FRANK BARKER HEIRS—Young lot bounded N. by Danforth lot, E. by Jack20
son lot, S. by C. W. Clark and Mrs. L. P. Jones ,W. by pond .................
REVIEDIE BURN'S—Meadow lot bounded N. E. of Medomak River, W. by Geo.
07
Sprague ..................................................................................................................
ARLINGTON BURNS—Coggon lot bounded N. by J. F. Burns, E. by Medomak
5 95
River, 8. toy Josiah Sukeforth lot, W. by G. L. Sprague ..........................
121 00
GENE F. BUTLER—Standing timber on Rose Savage place ..................................
THOMAS BUTLER—Part of Pierpont lot bounded N. by Mrs. Manley Pierpont,
44 30
E. by Mrs. Manley Pierpont, S. by Luce Bros., W. by W. F. Hatch ....
A. C. CABANA. Home place. Bounded N. by A. N. Sprague, E. by G. L.
Sprague, S. by highway and Staples lot. Leigher lot bounded N. by
62 00
home place, S. by highway, W. by A. E. Jones ..........................................
J. A. CLARK—Home place. Bounded N. by Gore line, E. by Everett Cunning
ham and Girtie Turner, S. by Chas. Savage and Hisler place, W.
by S. Bragg and Gore line.................................................................................
26 65
LEWIS GALLOP HEIRS—Bounded on the N. Fred Folson, it being the Dearbon
place so called .....................................................................................................
14 80
SAVAGE AND BRYANT. Mountain lot, bounded N. by J. A. Clark, K. by
8 90
Girtie Turner, S. by S. C. Kennedy lot, W. by old Ballard line ............
LEAL WATSON CAMP ...................................................................................................
4 48
ERNEST HANNAN—Turner lot, bounded N. by H. F. Evans, E. by old Waldo
26 60
line, S. by Girtie Turner, W. by highway ......................a........................ a
EARL (i BOYNTON,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Washington.
Dec. 15, 1927.
. _
Dec, 15-22-29

WEST ROCKPORT
Mias Bernice Parker returned to
Augusta Monday after spending the
holiday with relatives here.
Robert Nutt left Wednesday morn
ing for Palm Beach, Fla., where he
has employment for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller and
family passed Christmas with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Maxey in Glencove.
Samuel Rankin's house, which is
vacant this winter while he and
Mrs. Rankin are in Rockland, was
broken into and ransacked recently.
Apparently both house and stable
were entered but nothing was taken.
The main purpose of the entry seems
to have been for a place to stay over
night.
Donald Leach met with a painful
accident Christmas Eve. (While run
ning from his father’s store to the
house he struck the clothes line of a
neighbor and was thrown backward
some distance onto the ground. On
hitting the line one eye was quite
badly cut and he was Immediately
removed to Knox Hospital for obser
vation and treatment. He remained
there until Monday when he was able
to go to his room in Rockland.
Mrs. Emma Leach closed her house
Wednesday and is with Mr. and Mrs.
U. E. Leach for the winter.
Mrs. M. A. Fogler 1s ill at the home
of her daughter Mrs. E. B. Clark In
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clark were
guests Christmas Day of relatives
In South Hope.
,

BIRD’S ROOFS

ca

NEPONSET

Double Twins
Bird’s Neponset Double Twins are 12&' wide, 40*
long and form three layers of waterproof and
spark-proof protection on the roof.
1. They have an unusually smooth,
even surface of natural red, green,
or blue-black crushed slate.

They have the distinctive arched
cut-out, and an extra wide butt.

3.

They are double twin shingles
which can be quickly laid at a sav
ing in labor and nails.

Neponset Double Twins are made by Bird &. Son, Inc. (Eot.
1795), manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Shingle
Design Roofing. Art-Craft Roofing, Parold Roofing, Ne
ponset Black Building Paper and Neponset Board. There’s
a Bird Product for every sort of building I

We are headquarter! for Bird’s roofing!,
building paper! and wall board.
’

ffionut—"0 Conte, Afl Ye Eakhful," So.
214 ............................................. Congregation
Kcmarln .......................... Rev. Mr. Chadbourne
Kants Claus .................. .......................................

WARREN

Shirley Payson has been visiting
Katheryn Peabody for a few days
this week.
J. C. Munsey has again engaged ln
candy making doing the work at Ills
home on a stna.ll scale
Frost fish have been quite plentiful
the past week in the waters below the
mill dam.
C. R. Overlock took a load of goods
to Fairfield Wednesday for Willis
Moody.
Several frOm town Joined the wait
ing line at the capital Wednesday to
-secure Hcen.se plates for the coming
year. Only five were isaued to any
one person at the same time although
should his patience last It was permltvsable to go to the end ot the line
und take a second turn. .
Harry Chapman 1« gaming slowly
from illness that has confined him to
hl» home on South Warren road for
the past three weeks.
C. R. Overlock left Friday morning
for Newton Centre, Mass., for a vis'll.
Miss Harriet Hahn who has been
spending the past month in Gardiner
as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn
h aereturned.
Henry Trone spent the weekend in
town with his Tomfly at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young
Hilliard R. Spear assisted in the
postoffice over the holidays.
Family Christmas trees were held
at the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
PLEASANT BEACH
jamin Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Browne
Bassick District School
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Spear, Mr. and
The Bassick district school closed Mrs. Arthur Perry’, Mr. and Mrs.
last Friday for the holidays and the 1 Thomas Matthews and Harriet and
following interesting program was Susie M. Hahn.
given by the pupils:
j A delightful Christmas party was
The Lhtle Girl Runts Forgot, Dootliy Rackliff
at the home of Mrs. Hannah
Christmas Dav Has Come tri. Last ..............
| Spear. The following relatives were

•meMr-and Mrs
twOiristuias ................................ Richard Monroe 1 betts, Winchester, Moss.; Fred L.
Tlte Brownie's Christmas ... Marion TUckHff Spear, West Springfield Mass • WesA CTiristmas Conclusion .......... Mabel Monroe
Poor Little Teddy and Rich Little Tommy
| le> sl*'dr. Mr. and Mrs. Porrest
..................................................... Earl Rackliff Spear. Hilliard Spear. Marjorie Spear.
Lament of a LWtle Girl ..........Celia Snowdeal Harlan Spear and Jasper Snear ot
A Snowatorm ...................... Russell Rnowdeal th,M
'
au-per opeat ot
Snow ........................................ Margaret Eaton ' ln*’ piace'
What <a Boy Oan Do............ Maurice Rackliff
Mrs. Emma Norwood gave a din-

Amhe and Willie’s Prayer .. Doria Snowdeal ner and bridge party Thursday in
Jennas Carinas Gift 7.*”^
^0I?®r of
niece, Miss Gertrude
Little Jack’s Chrlitmaa
Bobbins who Is home from Castine
........................................ Ruaaell Snowdeal Normal School for the Christmas va1oaUo"- other guests were Miss ArSam ........................................ Dorxxhy Rackliff lene Sawyer of Hartford, Conn., Miss
Ikey ............................................... Earl Rackliff Evelyn Sawyer and Miss Mildred
................................... I>ea-Me of Gorham Normal School.
Carlott* 7.?/^Celia Snowdeal i ^,8S ^^dred Kenrfiston, Miss Lillias
Kitty ........................................ Gladys Snowdeal , Kenniston, Miss Margaret Sawyer
....................................... Owb Snwwdeal and Miss Myra Kenniston.
Uffi.Te.7.7.7.7.7.7,7.7.7MffiXe S'eS'lSl
a"d Mr- »• D- Sawyer enterFlorence .................................. Nnrm&n Monroe tinned as guests Wednesday eveThe schoolroom was decorated lnlr,ln" Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peast,
colors appropriate to the season and ^r' an<^ Mrs. Harold Pease and son.
in each window hung wreaths, the •1*aa
^ijd’ed Pease,
Mr. and -Mrs. Malcolm Wu’.ts ,irr
handiwork of the pupils. A large
intivipg
into
the ,enemenl recently
Christmas tree occupied one corner
of the room laden with gifts of love vacated by A. B Conic.
for teacher and pupilR. Parents, i N. R. Robinson has been n recent
grandparents and friends, including guest of his daughter, Mrs. Alden
Wade in Thomaston
Supt. F. L. S. Morse and Mrs. H D.
Herbert Thomo- spent the week
Crowley, chairman of .the school end in Gardln.r a - guest of fr.cn.Is.
board, gathered to listen to the chil
Mrs. Alice Conk is spending the
dren. ,Special
mention' should
.. .....................................
- bewinter in Camden as guest of Mr.
made of the little play in which they Hnd Mrg Roland Wade
did themselves justice and much
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis spent
credit is due the beloved teacher Miss lucstay In Rockland.
Bridges who certainly spent a great
Mr. and Mrs. James Feyler and
deal of time and energy in coaching Mary Rice of Thomaston were Sunthem. The parents should feel high-'day guests of Harriet and Susie
ly honored In having such a fine Hahn
young woman over their children.

2.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
453 Main St.

Tel. 14

s; ending the holidays in town with
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Rokes.
Mrs.
William Robinson
spent
Christmas in Waterville as guest of
her niece, Mrs. Lucille Hall.
Willard Hall fell on the ice recent
ly and hurt his hip quite badly.
Mr. and iMrs. Ernest L. Starrett
entertained Christmas Day Mr. and
Mrs. Ansel Hilt and Mr. and Mrs.
Viigil Payson and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Tracey and
two children were Sunday guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Hall.

WALDOBORO

Rockland, Me.

inventing

good cheer to those unable to attend
the Christmas festivities and i on
Christmas eve boxes containing fruit,
confectionery, etc., were distributed
to the aged in all parts of the Island.
Mrs. Stella Whitmore is nursing
Mrs. David Wooster.
Hiram Farrow returned Thursday
from Belfast.
Clarence Beverage the grain man
was in town Thursday.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles H. Joy are
again very ill with lnfluen2a.
Mrs. Emma Stone has reopened her
cottage at the Thoroughfare and will
be there for the remainder of the
winter.
Due to the very mild weather the
roads are very muddy and hard to
travel.
James Haskell who has been ill for
several weeks is still confined to his
bed.
Herbert Huse has gone to DoverFoxcroft for a few days.
Mrs. El vie Howard has returned to
her home in Eagle after a visit with
her (laughter Marion Howard at the
Thoroughfare.
* • • ♦

iWfciter Clouse of Springfield, Mass.,
Is the gueqt of his father Lincoln
Clouse.
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague of Winrren visited Mr. und Mrs. Ralph
Morse Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott have
been staying at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Scott in East Waldoboro
during their absence ln Portland and
Fort Fairfield.
Mrs. Gladys Hahn of Portland, Dr.
and Mrs. Perley Danton, Mrs. Alice
Kalloeh and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Connor of Rockland have been recent
Northeast School Entertainment
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl.
The Christmas tree and entertain
E. H. Warren who has been at II ment at the Northeast schoolhouse
E. Wlentworth's has gone to Salem, Friday evening was well attended and
Mass.
enjoyed with the following program:
Mrs. Medora Perry lias been the
Silent Night ..............................................Record
guest of her son in Rockland.
Welcome .................................. Dorothy lobley
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Reed and Christmas Story ..................................... School
children of Portland have been Prayer ...................................... Rev. H. F. Hu«e
Chrlsitmas Night .................... Dorothy Beverage
guests at G. W. Simmons.
A Recipe for a Merry Christmas.....................
................................................. Edna 'Waterman
Degrees were conferred upon two
candidates at the regular meeting of Sairta’s Coming ..................... Alton Beverage
The Best Moinh ................... Forest Beverage
Wiwurna Chanter, O. E. S„ Tuesday Banta Claus Hides In the Phonograph ....
evening. After the work a Christmas
Record
tree was enjoyed by the members and Annie’s and Millie’s Prayer . Four Children
Pa Knows Santa's Address . Ralph Beverage
guests und supper served.
Goldie Flrtli
Santa Claus and the Mouse
Bernard Benner and Mliss Gladys The Presentos We Want............. Seven Children
.. Marjorie Brawn
Flint were employed as assistants at I'nexpeoted Company
Lawrence Beverage
the postoffice during the Christmas!^™"'
Four Children
rush of work.
Tlte Comkig of Santa ......................
Record
■Record
Mrs. R. P. Borden ot Bath was in <*''stniast Morning ........................
Christmas Customs of Other Lunds ...........
town Monday.
Eight Children
Mrs. Ella L. While has gone to riiristnats Is a Merry Day .......... Ivan Quinn
Two
Little
Stockings
.................
Elinor Brown
Haverhill, where she will be the
Stjulre Hawley's Christman ............... Recent
guest of relatives.
If 1 Were a Policeman........ Milton Beverage
Charles Lilly has been visiting his Chrfstnua Just the Same .. Raymond Lobley
Christinas Acrostic ................. Nine ■Children
son Fred in Hallowell.
Miss Dorothy Rowe and Paul Rowe Santa Gians Will Soon Be Here .... Record
Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Thornton and
have been at their home here for the
Miss Marlon Howard were Christmas
holidays.
Joseph B. Weit was in Portland last guests of Mr. und Mrs. Ed. Howard
of Eagle.
week.
Walter Castner and Miss Frances I Misses Nettie and Edith Beverage
Castner of Boston and llprman spent Wednesday in Vinalhaven vis
Castner of Gardiner were holiday iting their sister Mrs. Will Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Witherspoon
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Owen Quinn
Castner.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller and and son Ivan and Austin Brown were
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Benner were in dinner guests Christmas Day of Mrs.
Ella Brown.
Portland Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Gross of
"Sun may blow up some day, say
Rockland have been guests of Mrs.
astronomers.' That will be a terrible
Cora Nash.
Francis Shaw of Boston has been blow to sunny California.—St. Louis
spending a few days at William Har Star.
rows’.
What camo near being a serious
accident occurcd on the North Wal
doboro road when Misses Emma and
Abbie Boggs were driving home Fri
day. The horse turning out to meet
a car fell over a culvert overturning
the wagon and throwing the girls out.
Had it not been for Ihe quick action
of the occupants of the car they
would have been crushed beneath the.
hor»e.
LESSON No. 20
The annual meeting of Waldoboro
Public Library Association will he
Question: Why is emul
held In the library Monday evening.
cod-liver oil so
Jan. 9. All the business of the as
helpful as a vitaminsociation In regard to electon of of
ficers, trustees and other Important
food for expectant and
matters take place at this time and
nursing mothers ?
it Is earnestly desired to have a large
attendance.

sified
very

NORTH HAVEN

Mrs. Eva Crabtree and son Roger
are in Rockland for school vacation
with her sister. Mrs. Maud Simpson.
Philip Bradbury returned Tuesday
from East Boothbay accompanied by
his family who will be with him this
winter In the M. B. Smith apartment.
John Gillis who has been In the
city kin business for several days re
turned Tuesday.
The Christmas carol ^singers from'
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz are the church visited a number of homes

Answer: Because it
provides an easily assimi
lated food rich in the
essential vitamin that aids
in building strong bones
and good teeth.
Take pure, wholesome^
pleasantly flavored

SCOn’S EMULSION
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In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements in this
ceed three lines inserted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents eaeh for one time.
times. Six words make a

column not to ex
once for 25 cents,
Additional lines 5
10 cents for three
line.

Every-Otber-Dhy

THOMASTON

NEW YEAR’S BALL

IN SOCIETY

I Mrs. Alfred Strout and Mrs.
By Officers of R. V. F. A.
Charles Frost were dinner guests of
SPEAR HALL
Mr. and Mrs. Orry Frost Christmas
MONDAY EVENING, JAN, 2, 1928 , Day.
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
I The Ladies' Circle of the Baptist
POPULAR PRICES
*lt
Lost and Found
.Church will meet Wednesday after
noon. The men will have ehnrge and
LOST—Short-haired, black and white hob
talk'd cat. Answe s to name June. Reward
supper will be served at 6 o’clock.
if rctumod to 94 MECHANIC ST._______ 156*1
! The Relief Corps will meet with
LOST—Heavy duty truck chain 32”x4%” .
Mrs. Susan Strout Monday evening.
between Rockland and Friendship on Dec. 20.
Important business.
O. C. COOK, Friendship. Tel. Waldoboro
1.28-2._________________________________ 157*2 ,
Ramos Fcehan is leaving today for
FOUND— Lady’s
pocketbook
containing '
I Keene, X. 11.. v. here he will attend
glasses. CROCKETT S 5 & 10c to $1 STORE.
Keene Normal School of which Wal______________________________________ 157-2
NOW PLAYING
, lace Mason, a former teacher of
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the loss '
I Thomaston High is principal.
of deposit book numbered 760 and the owner ,
“Judgment of the Hills’
! The Warren bus is off duty on ac
of said hook asks for duplicate in accordance
with the provision of the State Law. . SE
WITH
count of a broken generator brackett
CURITY TRUST CO.. Rockport Branch
Rockport, Maine, by Harold S. Davis. Mgr.
on the engine.
145-8-151
Virginia Valli
I Mrs. Maude Demuth is disabled by
a badly sprained wrist received in
Wanted
“TRAIL OF THE TIGER”
la fall a! her home this week,
i Miss Ella K. Gillchrest is ill with
WANTED—Beat price 17 to 19 barrel,’
heads, seconds, 20 plug heads, 29 staves. J.
grippe.
MON.-TUES.
C. HARMON. 225 Main St._____________157 ’
| John Tillson who has been housed
WANTED—‘Marcel waving by appoint men t,
for three weeks by an Injury to one
willing to work evenings. TEL. 392-M.
•
jof his knees is out again.
_________________________________ I™,
Five more of the largest trees in
WANTED By graduate of Bliss College,
town have been cut down, one on
position as stenographer or bookkeeper: some
experience. SHIRLFE ROBINSON, 12 Wads
Green street in front of George
worth St., Thomaston.
157*2
Frisbee’s house and four on Hyler
WANTED—‘Smart girl for general house- J
street near Ea 1 F. Woodcock's house,
work In Bangor. A pood home for a good
i The former was claimed to be not
girl. Write Mrs. S. H. GOLDEN. 326 State
less than 150 years old.
St., Bangor or Tel. Mr. Golden Rockland 1125. j
____________________________ 15 7 - It
Roy Scouts held their meeting at
WANTED—To rent six room house, South- ■
Wat’s hall Thursday evening. After
end preferred. ISRAEL SNOW, JR., 20 Main
I business had been finished Scout
St.
157*2
Master
Thompson
of
Rockland
WANTED Young girl to care for two
showed them some interesting games.
children after school. Call 1066-M after 5.30.
The contest that started between the
157-2
two troops is led by the Flying
WANTED-To buy a baby carriage in first
class condition. TEL. 355-W.
156-1
, Eagles.
WANTED—Middle aged woman to act as
Robert Libby and Lura Morse are
companion.
MRS. CHARLES H. BERRY.
■ receiving congratulations upon their
Tel. 897-W.
156-tf
I engagement which was announced
WANTED—Stenographer to write letters in
in the previous issue of The Courierher own home or office. Apply in own hand
Gazette.
writing. Address J. A. PHILLIPS, Rockland
P. O._______________________________155*156
The body of Joshua Rivers, a for
mer resident of Thomaston, who died
WANTED—‘Position as housekeeper in
small family by middlcaged woman, in or
at a hospital ia New Haven, Conn.,
near Camden preferably. Address M. S., care
was received here this (Saturday)
Courier-Gazette.
156*1
morning.
WANTED—Long haired shaggy, pure white
A company of Thomaston's dancing
kittens with blue eyes. Pay $5.00. LAKE
VIEW FARM, Hosmer Pond Rd. Tel. 153-11
young people attended the CountryCamden, Me.
156*6
Club in Rockland Thursday night.
WANTED- Pigs to butch©-. PETER ED
Remember the schools will re-open
WARDS, Liinerock St. Tel. 806-.1,
155-157
next Monday morning.
WANTED—To buy old coins, postage
Lewis Smalley is bookkeeper for C.
stamps and antique furniture. Address COL
A. Morse & Son, succeeding Miss
LECTOR. care Pearl Fiske, Ingraham Hill.
Tel. 1199-W.
135*157
Shirley Robinson. The firm decided
that as the bookkeeping did not re
WANTED—Several first class machinists.
LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.
133-157
quire all of the time a man for the
WANTED—By Danish young lady, teacher
position would be for their interest
to instmet her in English.
DOROTHEA
as he could be employed about the
KMITZEL, S Georges St.. Thomaston. 153*137
yard and shops as stocktaker, etc.
WANTED—Long-haired shaggj cats and
Mr. and Mrs. Rafael Brunetto are
kittens. Write age, color and sex. JOHN S.
visiting Mrs. Rrur.etto's mother Mrs.
RANLETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
146-157
Nancy Bushnell.
At the Methodist Episcopal Church,
Rev. J. L. Pinkerton, pastor. Morn
For Sale
ing worship 10.30; Sunday school at
FOR SALE—Twenty-seven cows and heifers.
12. F. L. S. Morse, superintendent;
E. W. CRAMER. Washington, Me.
157-2
I Epworth League service at 6 p. m.;
FOR SALE—•Farm, 25 acres mowing land,
i praise and preaching service at 7.
on highway midway between Rockland and
j The week of prayer will be observed
Thomaston, opposite Trotting Park, (kxxl 8-room
house with furnishings. 100 ft. bam room,
by the three churches with one serv
good cellar under all. City water, also never
A Dish of Spicy Entertainment
ice in each church. The day and
fal’.’ng springs. All kinds of tools and ma
place of meeting will be announced
chinery. All kinds fririt trees. Will sell
everything. Apply on premises to FRANK
Sunday.
‘'WRECK OF THE HESPERUS”
E. JONES or address Rockland P. 0. 157*2
The L. Conic family who have been
and
“
A
RENO
DIVORCE
”
FOR SALE—Pair of horses, weight, 3200;
living in 'Warren are now occupying
price reasonable, will take part pay in cows.
tbs Col. Humphrey house on Wads
WILLIS M. PITCHER, Cobb road, Camden.
worth street.
157*2

In additional to personal rotes recording de
Miss Ida E. Cushing who has been
partures and arrivals, thia department espe the guest of relatives over the hol
cially desires Information of social happen
ings. parlies, musicals, etc. Notes sent by iday returns today to Boston to re
sume hefnursing duties.
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................. 77*

EMPIRE

*

eiteWaasr
oeawaijt

FOR SALE—Electric range and electric
room heater second hand, like new. Applv
to CENTRAL MAINE POWER (X).
156*4
FOR SALE—Fox terier pups. RAYMOND
WILLIAMS, 122 Thomaston St.
156*1
FOR SALE—Winter overcoat, good as new,
size 37, bought thLs fall. $15 00. ARTHUR F.
LAMB, 207 Main St. Tel. 69-1.
156-1
FOR SALE—Rlmde Island Red pullets. E.
M. GRAY, 9 Pine. St., Thomaston.
156*1
FOR SALE—Used overcoats and ulsters,
taken in exchange—as low as $3. New suits
and overcoats to order, as low as $25. G. K.
MAYO, 22 Masonic St. Tel. 304.
155-tf
FOR SALE—Dandy O. 1. C. white shoats,
$8.00. Three 3 months old Hereford calvcS,
two heifers, one bull, price right. Potatoes,
Johnson beans, and heavy dry oak lumber.
Tel. 67-M Rockland. IL P. CONANT A SON.
South Hope.
155-tf
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, fitted $2 ft.;
sawed, $1.75 ; dry soft wood, $1.50 ft. fitted ;
sawed. $1.25. ALFRED DAVIS, 147 Park St.
Tel. 859-IL
155-157
FOR SALE Finest mince meat. A fitting
climax of Christmas or New Year’s dinner.
Call 67-M early to avoid the last minute
rush or write RALPH P. CONANT & SON,
South, Hope, Me.
152-1
FOR SALE—1926 Dodge sedan, mechani
cally perfect, four new tires, and many extras,
$249 when car is delivered, and balance on
easy terms. If interested write BOX 244,
Rockland.
143-tf
FOR SALE—The Utility Sleeve Co., estab
lished 1902. makers of the famous “Keep
Kleen Kuff.” A money maker for the right
party. CALL 186-R after 6 p. m.
145*tf
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood and furnace
wood. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. Tel.
Camden 152-4.
141-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast, Maine.
131-tf
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and twe
barns. EDWARD J. HBLUER Tel. 48-M.
FOR SALE—Dry, hard, fitted cord and junk
wood. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263 21 Rock
land. P. O. Thomaston.
131-tf

TODAY

Miscellaneous
LEARN BARBERING. BOBBING where its
actually taught.
Complete course, $25.00.
Tools included. Post Graduate course tree.
THE VACGHVS KAKBKIt SITKHfl. SYSTEM.
74 Middle St., Portland, Me.
157’5
SKATE
LAND HARDWARE CO.. 40S Main St. 157-tf
REFINISHING CARS by spray ayatem, any
color; storage. .1 A STEVENS A SUN Me- '
Loud St. Tel. 241 M or 13 M.
130*132 tf
LADIES - Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store. 230 Main St. Mall

Dodge Brothers

I
;

To be introduced in one of the
greatest radio chain hook-ups
in history . . . with one of the
greatest tadio programs . . •
Wednesday, January 4th.
103® to 11M P. M. Eastern Time

.

by

PUBLIC

.

CAMDEN

GENERAL
TRUCKING

Local and Long Distance
Trucking
General Jobbing

Eggs and Chicks

Prompt Service on Short
Hauls; Special Care on
Moving Household Fur
nishings. Reasonable Rates

MARION

DAVIES
in the collegiate laugh riot

Ralph W. Jewell

BABY CHIX for sale. Wyllic’s strata K. C.
Reds: bred for eggs, type and color. State
accredited for white dianrohea, $22 per hun
dred. i>odtpaid. safe arrival guaranteed. F. H.
WYLLTE & SON. Thomaston, MJe., Route 1.
Phone Warren 10-6.
156-tf

TEL. 135

“PIRATES of the SKY”

Novelty Acrobatic

Johnson & Brown
‘‘PAIR OF ACES”
Comedy Singing and Dancing

“The Black
Diamond
Express”

Anthony & Cooper
The McCormack and Galli Curci
of Vaudeville

Nat Burns
'New York's Most Popular
Dancing Instructor”

jimmie

Monte
Blue
—IN-

ROCKLAND
155’3

,
'

ALL NEXT WEEK
Matinee 2 00. Evening 7.45
Saturday 2 00, 6.C0. 8.30

SEATS NOW ON SALE

’ ENTIRE
CHANGE -/'SHOW

f

JAZZ ORCHESTRA

ENTIRE CHANGE OF '
PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY

i

I VAN S
qEYUE 1

Dan Foster came of a
race of railroad men; aris

Kay & Elsie
Novelty Music and Singing

SATURDAY THREE SHOWS
2.00, 6.00. 8.30

tocrats of labor; men who
gloried in steam and steel.
Jeanne Harmon belongs to
a caste of wealthy idlers.

NEXT WEEK

The men she knew felt

JIMMIE EVANS

glory only as a cocktail

MUSICAL REVUE
and His

MELODY BOYS

glow.

------ FEATURE PICTURE------

LOIS MORAN in PUBLICITY MADNESS”_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Then, in a train

EVERYBODY WHO HAS SE^N THE SHOW SAYS IT IS THE BtST SHOW JIMMIE HAS EVER
HAD.

wreck, when she was in

orders solicited. tLELE.N C. RHODES. 131 tf

1

Mr and Mrs. Maynard S. Bird ah
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ainn L
Bird for the Christmas sedan-, re
turned to their home in New York
TuetdtJ •
Mrs. Bird was accorded
many social attentions during lien
Rockland visit, among them being a
supper party given by Mrs. E. L.
Brown, a Christmas tree ceteorat'ion
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Lawrence and family dinner parties
given by Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird
and Mr. and Mrs. Alan I.. Bird.

Miss Alice Bartlett Is home from
Milwaukie. Wis., on account of the
illness of her mother Mrs. Joshua
Bartlett.

Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood was h-«tess
to the Methebesec Club yesterday at
he.- home on Talbot avenue, with 21
n-i mler.s present. Two papers of
much interest were presented; "The
Nation’s Playground,” by Mrs. Nellie
Half; and “Art Colonies In Maine,
by Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth. Follow
ing Mrs. Ellsworth's paper a general
discussion was entered into with teferencp to the artists who summer in
this section of Maine. Members ol
the club have purchased stamps for
the Boston-Maine Daughters' Home
for*Aged Women which is to be built
in Augusta. The next meeting, Jan.
13, will be in G. A. R. hall, with
these hostesses: Mrs. Grace Arm
strong, Mrs. Jane Beach, Miss Annie
Frye and Mrs. Anah Gay. Mrs. Suella Sheldon will give a travel talk
and music will be featured.

NEW YORK RUBINSTEIN CLUB
Opens Another Season Under Di
rector William Rogers Chapman i

The Rubinstein Club of New York
City under the direction of Dr. Wil'iam R. Chapman gave its opening:
• oncert of the season on December
In the grand ball room of the,
Waldorf Astoria Hotel. A program
of much merit was given, as most
"f the songs were new, among them'
the beautiful composition, “{5e Nat
Afraid” by Mme. Mana-Zucca, writ
ten for and dedicated to the Rubin
stein Club, which was well received.
The finished singing of the club was
most unique, and great credit is due.
Dr. Chapman for the marvellous ef-'
frets that he is able to produce with’
this tine body of singers. The club,
was obliged to respond to many en
cores.
The assisting* soloist was Alexan-’
der Kisselhurgh, who made his flrsf
appearance
with the Rubinstein
Club at this concert. He is an artist
of the very first rank and gave greatpleasure to his audience. He has a'
marvellous breath control, and sings,
with great ease and finish, respond-,
ir.g to endless recalls, and singingmany encores. Wesley G. Sontag,
violinist, accompanied by Kate Fow-.
Ier Chase, pianist, played the Sona-.
tina by Dvorak, playing the threemovements, the second movement;
being the Andante with vocal setting,
of the Phantom Lovers, rendered by.
the club which added much variety;
to the programme.
The reception and ball at the con-»
c usion of the concert was enjoyed’
by the huge audience and Mrs. 1WII-1
liam R. Chapman, the president of_
the club, was congratulated on all
sides for this fiotable evening. The
boxes looked like the Golden Horse-1
Flioe at the Metropolitan, as society"
was surely in evidence. Mrs. Kath-"
ryn Kerin-Child, pianist, proved a.
most efficient accompanist for they
choral, while Dr. Louis R. Dressier"
did most notable work at the organ/

William C. Bird leaves Tuesday
for New York City where he will as
! sum* his new position with Bond &
Goodwin in the Investigating depart
ment. ^Irs. Bird and son Christopher
will remain with Mr. and Mrs. H. O.
Gurdy until ready to join Mr. Bird.

As a New Year's observance theRubinstein Club held a special guest'
day Friday afternoon at the Uni-,
versalist vestry, with nearly a hun-,
dred members and guests present.•
The vestry was attractively decorat-ed with spruce boughs, poir.settias,;
pine, and red candles. The follow-.,
Harland Atherton, who formerly the program roteworthy for Itstaught in Rockland High School, and excellence was given:
is now principal of the High School
Trio—La Naissanre de la Vlerge ......... Mi»a
in Charlestown, N. H., is the guest ttiss
Bertha Luce, voile. Mrs. Yettle Averill.
of Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan.
plaeo, Mrs. Fatih (1. Berry, piano
Soprano—Come and Trip It (Old Engllah)

Mrs. E. M. Ayer of New Britain.
Conn, Is the guest of her sisters, Mrs.
K. C. Rankin and Mrs. J. A. Richan.

...................................... Carmichael 'Pa La naoa hanihin.............. Fadero

Miss Adelaide Cross
Plano—Waltz .......................................... Godard -

Mrs. Nellie Marine
Vocal duet—Ijove the Fair Day, arr.

The meeting of the Harmony Club
Wednesday evening at the BPW
rooms, with Mrs. Natalie Snow as
chairman, had for subject the Amer
ican composer, Edward Mac-Dowell,
presenting this program: Soprano;
Sweetheart Mine, Miss Margaret
Johnson; piano, By Smouldering
Embers, Miss Alcada Hall; musical
reading, Invy, by Bartlett, Miss Beu
lah Rokes, (substituting for Miss
Mildred Demmons); paper on MacDowell, Miss Mary Pratt. At the
business meeting which preceded
final plans were made for the New
Year’s ball to be held this Saturday
evening and which promises to he
one of the leading social events of
the winter season. Kirk’s Orchestra
has prepared an attractive dance
program, and there will be feature
dances and favors. The next meet
ing Jan. 11 will be preceded by a supner. Mrs. Lucy Rankin as chairman
has for her subject. Sacred Music,
and the following are scheduled to
appear on the program: Piano, Miss
Esther Fernald; piano duet. Misses
Alcada Hall and Esther Stevenson;
vocal. Mrs. Kathleen Marston, Mrs.
Lillian Joyce and Miss Mary Bird;
saxaphone, Miss Dorothy Feeney.

Daniels- '

Mrs. Vivian Hewett. Miss Marianne CrockettHeading—The Beau of Bath ................ McKay 2(|
Ms. Helen Wentworth
Piano—Harmonious Blacksmith ...
Handel .
Mrs. Doris Eldridge
Mezzo—Two Eyes of Gray ............... McGooch ..
Thank God for a Garden
del Rlego
Mrs. Hazel Towers
Piano—Tho Mermaid's Song............................
............................. Iklward Barter Perry
Improvisations (original), Ruth Thomas

Mias Kutli Thomas
Violin—Ballet Music from "Boaemunde”
Original composition .. .Bertha Lure "l
................................. Schubet-Kreis!er"'i
M'iss Bertha Luce

Soprano—Children of the Moon .... Warren' j
My Little House .................. Pierce
Miss Cross

The original compositions of Miss2
Thomas and Miss Luce were received J
with keen delight, much beauty of—
form and melody being displayed by“
the young composers. Refreshments^.'
were served, the table presenting an«
attractive appearance with baskets of*f
pine, poinsettlas and red candles.^
Miss Alice Erskine and Mies Eliza-J
heth Donahue poured, assisted ln4
serving by several of the members. —

,

___________

j

Men—Benedi-ts and bachelors both _
—are feverishly apprehensive over-»;
the announcement that this season-,
will see JlOO.OOfl.OOO spent on glftjM
neckties alone. If such is the case,J
about $90,000,000 of that amount will y,’.
be spent by women for gaudy mascu- 'V,
ated by the original recipient yet 2,

Dan Foster’s arms—

. 4

Circle supper will be served at the
I Methodist church Wednesday even
ing with the following committee In
J charge; Mrs. H. M. deRochemont,
i Mrs. A. W. Gregory, Mrs. Lena Ste, vens, Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory, Mrs.
j George Gay, Mrs. Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Esther Dolliver and Mrs.
I Thelma Stanley.

Capt. William Baker of the S. S.
Santa Cecilia visited his former
Rockland home Thursday. His ship
Is at Providence discharging a cargo
from the West Coast.

RUBINSTEIN GUEST DAY

Evans

MELODY
BOYS
’

I
.

Smnh, has returned to hei home in j sing ended the evening. Miss Marion
grandson anil a great-granddaughter. portiand
Brawn acted as chairman of the
Funeral services were held at the
i committee in charge.
chattel of Ives & Warren Co. with
The Sunshine Society is to meet
Dr. Daniel F. Fox, pastor of the
Jolm O. Stevens Is in Boston for a
First Congregational Church officiat Monday afternoon with Mrs. Minnie
few days on a business trip.
ing. Burial will be at Rockport in Strout, 43 Crescent street.
the spring.
Mrs. Frank Maxey is confined to
Oliver W. Rollins, 1926 graduate of
the High School, left yesterday for her home on Warren street by, a se
Hardesty Peerless is an ideal flour Boston, where he enters the Bentley vere case of grippe, with a trained
for all kinds of cooking and baking, School for a two-year course in ac nurse in attendance.
—adv.
124-S-tf
counting and finance.
Mrs. Lena L. True will substitute
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND
Mrs. Caro F. Jones left Thursday for Mrs. Gladys S. Morgan in the
LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION
for Boston where she will make an morning service at the Universalist
The annual meeting of the Shareholders of
extended
winter visit, a guest at the church tomorrow, and also in the
tlie Rockland Loan & Building Association
will tic lield at the efflee of the t'oCrporatliwi. Hotel Savoy, 455 Columbus avenue. cantata "Prince of Peace” at the ves
per service. Mrs. Morgan is unable
No. 407 Main utrect, Rockland. Maine. Mon
day evening. January (I, 192S. a: 7.30 o’clock
to be in attendance owing to the
James Hirokawa, a student at the
for the following purposes:—
First. To listen to, and act upon the re Massachusetts School of Optometry, illness with pneumonia of her eightyear-old son Kenneth.
ports of the Officers.
___
3
Second. To choose a Board of eleven Di who has been a guest of Kenneth
Green over Christmas, returned
rectors and an Auditor.
Mrs.
B.
F.
Collamore
is
seriously
ill
Third. To transact any other tiuslneas that home Friday. Mr. Hirokawa is the
at her home on Cedar street.
may legally come before the meeting
I
,
, .
of a very Prominent business
H. o. Gf-RDY. Secretary. I 8‘>n ot
Rockland, Maine. Ike. 23, 1927.
134-S-3 man of Hawaii
Miss Caroline Jameson who has
been the guest of her sister Miss
Elizabeth Jameson over the holidays,
returns to Boston Monday.

JIMMIE’S BEST SHOW
—ADDED ATTRACTION—

Monday-Tuesday

Dubois Trio

The party given Thursday evening
Mrs. Edwin B. Rollins of West
Somerville. Mass., is in the city, at the Baptist parlors for the young
called by 6he serious illness of Mrs. people home from school and col
lege for the Christmas recess will be
A. E. Brunbcrg.
long remembered by the seventy or
Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Herrick are on more who were in attendance for its
Termed
a trip to Detroit, where Doctor Her- pleasure and friendliness.
rick attends the Theological and Stu- a New Year’s party, the decorations
‘,"'"‘-'-.'.",
‘"'”1..... convention
..........”7T Mrs. >I were green__ and white, the color
dent
Volunteer
and
1Ier..i(.k a meeting of the program :
m<? belnR carrled out
the re’
cominitte
the Northern Baptist • freshrnents aIs0Several pames
J'orthern Baptlst, served to establish a bond of fellowliiuuh.
____
ghip an(J joUity> followed by readings
. .
,
.
.
by Miss Beulah Hokes, piano solos
Miss Lottie Smith who has been
M4ss Edna Gregory and readings
°£
^Ot.heru M?? !*»■ Mlaa Wllma Carro11' A

5 TO

been in town called here by the death
of her brother Forrest Burkett.
Chester Hansen and Lpo Fillcmore
are returning to Bristol. Conn. Monholldays Wl,h
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hansen.
Rehearsals are going on for “Come
Out of the Kitchen,” to be presented
at an early date b> the senior class of
the C. H. S.
There will be a New Year’s ball in
the opera house Monday evening.
Music by Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra and
prizes to be given after^each dance
to the best dancers.
Miss Ethel Armstrong has returned
to Wakefield, Mass., afaer a week at
her cottage, Hosmer’s Pond.
There will be an old fashioned
dance in Cleveland hall Saturday
evening. Dances for old and young.

NEW SONGS
COSTUMES
/ SCENERY

—AND—

Feature Vaudeville

Regu’ar meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter, O. E. S., will be herd Tues
day evening at 7.30 sharp. Degrees
will be conferred, followed by annual
election of officers.
Capt. Edwin T. Amesbury
Capt. Edwin T. Amesbury, 90, died |
Dec. 20, at the home of his eon Ed- |
win
E. Amesbury
in Pasadena
.ill C.
eiiuesoury in
i asauena. Calif
cam. 1
He was a native of Rockport and for:
many ypars commanded ships from
this port. ..He is survived by his
daughters Mrs. C. E. Weidman. Mareollus N Y nnd
ii w.ii
Rockport- a son Bdwin F inws'itirv
of Xdena;^ve gTlnddkugh^^i

JANUARY

•

PARK

STRAND
TODAY
AL HOXIE in
“BURIED GOLD”

—ON THE STAGE—

ROCKPORT

Mis. William Sharpe and children
jiiss Jeannette Smith entertained
Gail and \\ illiant and maid return ' a gr0Up of young friends at her home
by motor to New } ork Sunday, after . ()n £,jncoin street, Thursday afterhaving spent the ( hrjstmas season j noon_ with two tables of bridge,
with Mr. and Mss. E. D. Spear.
| whose honors fell to Misses Eleanor
-----i Bird. Vera Studley and Martha WasThe Progressive Literary Club will j gatt.
meet with Mrs. Annie Silsby Tuesday
afternoon at 2.30. The roll call an
Miss Daphne Winslow returned to
swer will be “The New Year Resolu- Norway to resume teaching duties
lions.” The reading of Shakespeare's after spending the Christmas vaca
“Twelfth Night" will begin with Act tion with her mother, Mrs. C. E.
7. Miss Kitty Coburn will act as Rollins, Broadway.
leader. Miss Anna Coughlin wilt en
tertain with readings.
Miss Marian Brawn returns Mon
day to her studies at the Newton
Mrs. Herbert A. Philbrook Is visit Theological Seminary.
ing in Boston until after New Year's
Mrs. Wilbur Cross will entertain
Day.
the Chapin Class at her home on
Hugh It. Snow is making a brief Chestnut street Thursday evening In
visit in Augusta before returning to stead of Tuesday as shown on the
program, the monthly supper having
“Tech” in Boston.
been postponed.
Miss Carrie Fields returned to Bos
The condition of Mrs. Adriel U.
ton Thursday, after spending Christ
Bird who is at the Knox Hospital
mas at home.
*
I for treatment is much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry and Mr.
Mrs. J. Fred Knight entertained
and Mrs. B. C. Perry, Jr., left yester
day for New York on a combined the Luncheon Club yesterday at her
Masonic street home.
business and pleasure trip.

SHOWING

Mrs. J. C. Fish has returned from
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. George
Foster in Rockland.
Mrs. John Taylor entertained the
Friday Club this week.
Mrs. Clarence Fish has returned
from a visit with friends in Vinalhaven.
The annual installation of Meguntiness Men's Association will be held
next Monday evening, qt 7.30 o’clock
and officers will be elected.
The anual installation of Meguntlcook Grange will be held Wednesday
evening. Supper will be served at
6.30.
Miss Margaret McAuley leaves to
day for Boston, where she will enter
the Bryant & Stratton Business Col
lege. She will be accompanied by
her father W. J. McAuley.
The Philathea Class met at the
Baptist Church rarlors Friday.
The regular meeting of Amity
Lodge, F. & A. M. was held Friday
evening.
Miss Louise Codman will entertain
the Monday Club at “The Locusts"
next week.
There will be a meeting of the
Farm Bureau a: Megunticook Grange
hall Jan. 3.
’
Mr. and Mrs. T. Jenness French
are occupying their new home in
Sea street recently bought of Rev.
C. H. B. Seligor.
Frank Hall is confined to the
house, the result of a minor opera
tion on his nose.
The next Masonic assembly will bo
held Thursday evening.
Politics are warmtng up. 'Which
Miss Ruth Burkett of Boston has
means that somebody is going to get
burnt.—Wall Street Journal.

Use Hardesty Peerless Flour lib
erally and cut down food bills.—adv.
124-S-tf

To Let
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping.
All modem Improvements.
Call at 12 BLM ST.
157 2
TO LET OR FOR SALE New five room
modern home with sun m>rch. EASTERN
REAL ESTATE CO.. 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
157-2
TO LET Three mom apa Itment, newly furnikhed, in Thomaston. Rental $7. Inquire
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO.. 32 Union St. I
Tel. 818.______________________________ 157-2
TO LET—Tenements of all kinds, in all !
parts of city. I. BERLIAWSKY, 385 Broad- |
way. Tel. 958-W._____________________ 157*2
TO LET-—Two houses without modern im- 1
provemetits. Rent only $12 ia month. FRED
ERICK WALTZ. ’65 Broadway. Tel. 392-M. I
______________________________________ 157-tf '
TO LET—Eight-room tenement.
Electric
lights 11 Hall St. Call LILLIAN BICKNELL, i
47 Pleasant St.
j
TO RENT — Tenement for small family,1
first class condition, electric lights, bath, hot
ami cold water in kitchen; good central lo
cation. TEL. 812-M.
155*158
____________________________________ 155*158 ,
TO LET—•Furnished room off sitting room !
with use of same, heated. Inquire at 19
155-15; I
OAK ST., City.
___________________________________________________
TO LET -Rooms or suites. We have a few
very desirable suites, also several single and
double rooms which we will rent for the re
mainder of the winter at reasonable rates,
with or without meals.
KNOX HOTEL,
Thomaston
152-tf
TO LET—Four iarge rooms, sun parlor and
hath, electric lights, gas, hot water and
heater. Apply EDITH BICKNELL, 12 Knox
Kt. Tel. 578-W.
146-tf
TO LET—House on Oak St. with all mod
ern Improvements. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
142-tf

,

Nathan Farwell returns to iNew
Monday lifter spending the
Prompted by early reservations al York
ready made for the dinner dance at Christmas season with his mother,
the Country C'.ub nqxt Monday eve Mrs. N. T. Farwell.
ning the c mniittce is preparing for
A delightful dancing party was
a large crowd. Thursday evening at
the hi me of tile chairman was re- given at the Country Club Thursday
evening for the purpose of bringing
hearsal night of the popular song
..
...
.
,
o.i—i.,.- .u..
the young people home
,,umbers
to ,he presented during
the together
«
thp from
and
college
and
the
city's
dinner which will be served at «iBC"u"‘
younger social set for a general good
o’clock. The Wack Crow family sent time.
Kirk's live piece orchestra
a hilarious group of delegates which
furnished music, and ice cream and
There
is bound to be well received
cakes were served. Frederick Bird
will also be a special dancer of es acted as chairman, assisted by Ar
tablished reputation.
Reservations thur Ori*. Sidney Bird and Raymond
should be made not later than tonight Perry. The success of the under
with the chairman. Mrs. Homer E. taking was so assured that it Is
Robinson, phone 516-^.
planned to hold another similar party
in the early summer.
I-ady Knox Chapter, D. A. R., will
meet Monday at 3 o'clock with Mrs. i'llttq ajdutaj, W IB-'a s.jvoa A'aN qniO
Grace Vcazie, Shaw avenue.
Xuouijbh am jo BtS'u am tq B]ifx

Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cameron
gave an enjoyable auction and lunch,
con party last evening at their home
on Masonic street. There were three
tablet, of cards, honors fal'lng to
Miss Vera. Studley, Miss Florence
Huck-ins of Camden, Cedric Bird and
Charles Babb of Camden. The din
Ing table which was effectively deco
rated for the luncheon was graced by
a L.rge centerpiece of carnations
Each guest was asked to take a car
nation for a favor, finding a card at
tached
thereto on which
was
announced in clever verse the engage-,
n>ent of Raymond Perry to Misa
Na'slie Elise Regnler of Camden, t'na
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Regnler and a popular member ol
Camden’s younger set.

z
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LOBSTER TALK

| THE REALM OF MUSIC I

Correspondent Discusses t.
Suggestion Put Forth I
a Double Gauge.

yjj

Editor of The Couriei-Gazette:Well, well! Have you heard
latest? No, what Is up now? WJ
I guess you will know shortly,
the rumor is that It will have son
thing to do with your present liv
lihood.
Before making any comment
or against, I want to say, I am
lobster fisherman. I have no il
• ntion of being one, and last b(
not least there are enough traps
the waters of Maine to take care
the present crop or generation
lobsters that exist today.
The writer, being in a position
tear the tiles and problems—f|
hey are many—of the fishermi
ikes this opportunity to answer
>urt the recent news from Yol
''ounty and Its suri minding territorl
All are eager for anything that wf
Setter the chances to quicken or
crease the catch of lobsters,
listen, all ye that may be intereste
Lobsters are now down to 30 ci
pound and have been so to tlj
fisherman during the fall of 192
lAliat has cheapened the price durin
lie severest part of the season, whe
fisherman will put off 100 full
rigged
long-warp traps, costln.
Hound 33.00 each, and take up
or so, after one of our familiar soul
casters that all fear so much?
What Is the real need of 'nerej
'lie present catch, wher the
kets are already loutl.-d to
flowing with the present fall’s i
What Is the need of making
ions still more complicated for
average fisherman by Instigating i
flouble peA^.ty law, or so-ca51
double gauge? What kind of a pt
<11 sharpener are you using or wh I
kind of a stone do you grind yo< J
axe upon?
Now get down to business, gent <
men. This Is no fool matter and ra
"iiireR your earnest endeavor, and e
lort to simplify matters, that yoi
may not be double crossed by fisi-,1
crinen who are surrounded by wen ”
by summer homes and have a n
aril, which we will endravor to ta '|
up ut a later date, for we have th
record for the past 25 years and v l|
print same above our name in <
lime.
Now, Mr. Crie, there isn't any r<.. I
an for you falling asleep on y< hl
uedestal and having such a dreul
as you are now advocating. If \o|
'ave become drowsy we sugg s|
:iiat you put out the fire in the f|
lice,, put on some wool undies, as j
ured to do, and we think you will
• over after a little treatment by
West ‘Nor’wester. If you can show,
the slightest reason for any chant
in measure, we will gladly eolnee
with you and fall in line for ti i
greatest campaign the lobster It
•lustry has ever known.
Now, Mr Dealer, what about y<
axe? Are you not satisfied to hn
your smackmen use one gauge li
stead of two on these dark evenli
when it is hard to tell what Is bei
handed up in the tub, whether It >•
a boiled dinner or legul lobsters'’
you not have trouble enough m
Do the Jumbos bother you so l..z
you are unable to do businesa fol
that reason?
Your co-instlg .tor,
York County, has no jumbos, fo-|
ihey stop that when they are inf n
If you have figured the matter j'
thia way, that the new gauge
decrease the catch, I believe we
uff-set that little argument to i
lain extent it not wholly. Mr
er, why send your smacks t
Scotia and pay from 3
more a pound, when It
you around 10 cents
ts a potifl^
expenses and
i—besides,
large boat and first-class
necessary.
This little matter
>r calls for uff
planatlon. We imagine
itigine one Will
romlng along, and we hope you will
have an alibi that
at can
ci
be pro'' i,
and will save you from further oomment. There Is work
vork for you,$Jl.’
Crle. You are having
aving too eat* a
lime. There is work
rork also for iff »r
wardens. If you are running ino*'.
of funds as I hear you are see
cannot get a private loan and
the law with your present
with which you ought to be
familiar.
Now do not get us wrong,
are not criticising your
at all. We will get to that mat
little later and we trust
st that all
satisfied to see thee explanai
it are sure to follow'. York 0
h argument will be taken up
i, also other sectionsi that are
■nvalescing.
F,. S. Seav
Port Clyde, Dec. 30.
i

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

3|?

82j®Sf fBSWSP.i
The following letter comes from unfailing stage sense which has been
hers from the beginning. How skil
Mrs. Adelaide Bills of Hope:
"In a recent Realm of Mypic men fully she applied her present powers
tion was made of The Messiah to be even to such dramatic music as
given by the Handel and Haydn So- Brlkonigl She sang most of this
;iety at Symphony Hall, Boston. My song sotto voce. It may have lacked
daughter. Miss Mary Bills, Mrs. in vocal vigor, yet it wanted nothing
Grace IJncoln and myself were pres as drama. . . . Out of the fullness
ent and listened to that masterly of her heart, Mme. 'Schumann-Heink
production under the baton of Serge said a few words at the close of her
Koussevltzky. There was a chorus program. To re-publish them ver
of 400 voices, with Frieda Hempel, batim would lie like blowing embers
soprano, Kathryn Meisie. contralto, that are dying. She will not go to
Arthur Hackett, tenor, and Fraser live in another land; her affections
flange, bass, as soloists, together are here. Especially does she think
with a large orchestra. It was a gratefully of Boston and New Eng
wonderful performance, one never to land, because of their kindnesses
be forgotten. The present perform-t during a trying time. She would
serve the soldiers again whenever
nnce was the 156th."
they need her. She would also do
what she can for the young people
The Student Day program given in music. ‘And please, sometimes
by the Rubinstein Club last season ^^eV Schumann-Heink!
p» oved so successful that it is to be
embraced in their yearly programs I Florian Clark, trombonist will
henceforth. The date for this season broadcast again Sunday afternoon at
is Jan. 20, and I have been selected 1.30 from station WJCSH in the Radio
again to act as chairman. The idea Parish Church service. He is to play
is that the local music teachers, both Adam's "Holy City” by request, for a
Instrumental and vocal, are invited shut-in in New York, and also "Song
to present a pupil for this program, of my Songs,” a tone poem by Smith,
providing an opportunity for display which number serves to bring out
ing the ab.lity of both teacher and the tone, range, articulation and gen
pupil. Practically every teacher has eral beauty of the instrument. If
responded in an affirmative manner. any of our radio fans hear Mr. Clark
I ask these teachers to notify me It would be a "ourteous thing to write
well in advance of Jan. 20 If pos him a few words regarding your ap
sible the name of the pupil to be pre preciation.
sented, the length of time the pupil
has studied with her and the name
Geoffrey O’Hara, composer and lec
and composer of the selection to be turer, gave a talk in the Boston Pub
given. As the Universalist vestry lic Library on Thursday, his subject
where the club meets provides "Putting the Muse in Music.” Wish
ample space, probably an invitation It might be possible to hear Sir.
will be extended to the teachers and O’Hara in Rockland. He is unique in
parents of the pupils to be guests of lhe way he preRent8 hls subject and
the afternoon.
extremely entertaining.
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Among the attendants at the fare
well conceit of Mme. SchumannHeink in Boston, Dec. 4, was John
Sansom, a former Rockland boy,
who wrote his sister, Miss Sadie
Sansom, as follows:
"Your letter and clipping on Schu
mann-Heink reached me. I saw and
heard her as she sang her farewell
to Boston. She was very lovely and
I more than enjoyed her concert. In
deed, I was thrilled. I never saw her
look so P vely. She wore a long
white dress; her hair, which is snow
white, was worn high as she has
worn it for many years. Her voice
was wonderful, but light—no heavy,
powerful tones now.”
• • • •
There is an old saying that no mat
ter how great one has been, there is
always someone to take his place.
Yet there are n.iny who predict
there will never be anyone to take
the place of Schumann-Heink. I re
member hearing Dr. Chapman say,
"There will never be another Schu
mann-Heink—she Is phenomenal."
The combination of many attributes
have made her famous—a glorious
voice, a wonderful type of woman
hood, beauty of mind, keen intelli
gence and an encompassing sympa
thy—a personality that drew all to
her before she threw around them the
magic of her song. Many of the
singers of yesterday have left behind
them stories.of eccentricities chiefly,
mixed with scandals, pettiness and
whims. But the memories Schu
mann-Heink will leave will be splen
didly rich ip d'gr.ity, sweetness ard
womanliness.

• • » «

•TO »Ua,»J

The cantata "Prince of Peace,” to
he given as a vesper service at the
, Universalist Church Sunday at four
o’clock will afford opportunity to hear
several of our younger singers in both
chorus and solo work. Full partlcuI lars appeared in the Thursday issue
of this paper.

it Is now possible for anyone not
a member of the Rubinstein Club to
nitend the meetings which fall on allet nate Fridays by paying the small
admission charge of twenty-five
c- tits. This is somewhat after the
exmnple of the Rossini Club of Portland where the charge is fifty cents,
The outside attendance at the Ros
sini meetings is surprisingly large,
and It is hoped that non-members of
the Ruhinste n will come likewise,
not to ’’fill the coffers," but to take
edvantage of tile opportunity to hear
the interesting and valuable pro
grams the club presents.

» • • *

“Gesu Bambino” has probably been
one of the most popular Christmas
numbers heard over the radio. It
has been given as solo, quartet, or
gan, trumpet, orchestra numbers.
The trumpet arrangement is particu
larly lovely, the organ a close sec
ond.
• • • •
It is interesting to learn that Cecil
Copping has scored "The Private
Life of Helen of Troy" which has just
been released as a film, and is nowengaged In scoring "Chicago,” which
the advance notices acclaim as one of
the greatest movies yet. Mr. Cop
ping shows significant talent in this
direction and has scored several of
the biggest and best films that have
been released within the past few
years.

1
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SCHOOL NOTES
Pupils from Grade 7 neither ab
sent nor tardy during the fall term
were Victor Armata, Wilbur Connon,
Beatrice Mills, Virginia Smith and
Walter Willey. In the same grade.
Miss Chick’s room, Nicholas Pellicane, Vernon Raye, Ernestine Sim
mons, Mildred Sweeney and Frank
Shute. Pupils not absent or tardyin tirade 3 during the fall term;
Priscilla Browne, Margaret Hussey,
Roy Joyce. Dorothy Munro, ShirleyStanley. Grade 4: Catherine Chis
holm, Francis Havener, Raymond
Jordan, Allan Lindsay, DorothyThomas and Ruth Mars’on.
* * • •
At a class meeting of Room 5,
Grade 8, Graham Hills was elected
president, Katherine Snow, vicepresident and Lucy French treasurer.
• • • •
The pupils in Room 5, Grade 8.
not absent daring the term were:
Vivian Chaples, Anita Gatti, Graham
Hills, David House, Ednah Howard.
Liberale Paladlno, Lawrence Pike,
Alden Post, Nelson Rokes and Kath
erine Snow,

sv<y
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parents to be present and the 30 vis
itors present were well repaid by the
entertaining program.
• • • •
The McLain teachers and pupils |
wish to thank the Parent-Teacher
Association for the two lights placed
in the halls.
....
•The following program arranged
by Naomi Sterns, Carol Gray, Joan
Moulaison and William Ripley, was
enjoyed by Grade 8, Room 1, the
closing Friday afternoon: Vocal duet,
Evelyn Lee and Marlon Mullen;
quartet. Hark the Herald. Angels,
William Ripley, Robert Hussey, Vir;ir.ia Proctor and Marion Mullen,
story, Madeline Coffey; poem, Joan
Moulaison; solo, Starlight, Myrtle
trio,
violin,
Richard
Prellwitz;
Economy, horn, Kenneth Orcutt;
piano Flora Colson: poem, Doris
Blackman;
violin
solo,
Richard
Economy, accompanied by Flora Col
son; Christmas Carols, the School.
....
'Pupils not absent from Grade 8,
Room 1, during the fall term were
Madeline Coffey, Flora Colson, Rich
ard Economy, Carol Gray, Fred
Harden, Robert Hussey, Andrew
Larkin, Francis McAlar.v, Shirley
McIntire. Joan Moulaison, Marion
Mullen, Kenneth Orcutt, Cyrus Pinkham, Lewis Phillips, Myrtle Prellwltz, William Ripley, William Stuart
and Evelyn Weymouth.

Mr. Sansotti enclosed two clippings,
one from the Boston Post by WUrren
Storey Smith, and the other, splen
didly written, from the Transcript.
Vivid bits from the latter bring the
« • • *
concert and the singer very dose,
Grade 6 pupils not absent during
especially to those who have heard
that marvelous singer and seen that the term: Vincent iPellicane, Margar
et Ptnkham, Nathalie Jones, Ruth
rare woman.
"The audience, who were seated Rackliffe and Robert Anderson.
. • • •
and well-settled before the concert
This Thanksgiving program was
began, stood as a body and applauded
affectionately when she appeared. given by the pupils of Grade 7, Room
Mme. Schumann-Heink came for 6: History of the Pilgrims, In story
ward gravely, somewhat tremulously, and drama; Thanksgiving hymn;
to greet her friends. To see them Thanksgiving exercise by five pupils;
stand up so suddenly all together Tne President’s Thanksgiving Proc
would stir anyone by the mere phy lamation, read by Edward Frohock:
sical fact of such movement even exercise, A Month of Thanksgiving,
though it signified less than it did led by Dorothy Robbins; Thanksgiv
yesterday. . . . Mme. Schumann- ing quotations; original poem, Ever
Heink wore a gown of all white, a ett Frohoc!:; poem. Our Thanks, by
Thanksgiving song.
soft material, with gold trimming, the School;
and a large rose-colored flower at "Why We are Thankful.” The pro
her waist. Upon the bodice of her gram was given under the direction
the class
president, Rachel
gown there were many medals and of
ribbons. They glinted a little when Browne, and was noteworthy.
•
•
* •
she laughed, as she did now and then,
Grade 7 pupils. Miss Griffith’s room
or when she stooped to pat the cheek
of a little girl who sat with het- not absent for the term: Richard
mother in the front row on the stage. Britt, Rachel Browne, Charles Gross
The roses, the gewn, the medals and and Frank Pletrosky, Grade 7, Miss
the little girl, have very little im Hughes’ room; Wilson Ames, Lyra
Cook,
Charles Candage, Dudley
Even a tall man may not be above
portance
tailtv at <s»»
an every-day
uu,y avvew.
recital.
---- But for those who were assembled I Perry, Leander Thomas and Walter criticism.
nt Sympony Hall yesterday after-1 Williamson. Grade 7, Miss Decosnoon. these things will remain as fa's room: Hilda Foster, Carl Phlleymbols of an occasion which many . brook and Merton Sumner. Grade 2,
hope to remember long. . . . What ' Bobbie Hills, Albert Libby, Jr., SuYon have in a Guardian
wlll the listener carry away with ; zanne Perry, Ruth Thomas and BerMemorial an expression of
him from this concert? Reawakened , nard Thompson. From the McLain
eternal beauty, peace and
memories chiefly. The music was ! sub-primary there were only two pusecurity. Fashioned by mas
that which has endeared her to those Nls not Absent nor tardy for the
ter craftsmen from selected
who heard ner yesterday. In herlterm:
Marlon
Harrington
and
Barre Granite, it is protected
singing, too, she leinvoked all of Charles Duff.
forever by a Jones Brothers
that characterizing skill, that natural
Grade 1 and sub-primary pupils
Guarantee Bond.
furnished a brief program the clos
ing Friday afternoon: Flag Salute
and America; A Christmas Wish, |
Marion Harrington; poem, The Best
Way, by school; On Christmas Day
in the Morning, song. The Larks; I
What I Can Say. Maxine Perry; ex- I
ercise, five girls; My Gift, Frederick I
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Haggett; Dear Old Santa Claus, song
Everlasting Beauty
School; Merry Christmas, Richard
Karl; dramatization. The Boy and
the Goat, Grade 1; dramatization,
e. A. GLIDDEN
CO.
Riddle, Riddle, Rantum, by the
Waldoboro, Mo.
Telephone /Z3-M
Brownies; Who Can Wake the Little
Authorized Distributor!
14-8-tf
Boy. by Red and Blue Class, A gen
eral invitation was extended to the

Farm*, City Homes,
Cottages, House and
Cottage Lots, General
Real Estate.
EARLE LUDWICK
38 Chestnut St Rockland
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UNCLE TOM’S CABIN
David Belasco, Mary Pickford and John L. Sullivan
Once In Cast.

____
7.
Lives there a man with soul so
dead who can say to himself, ”1 have^
never seen ‘Uncle Tom's Clabin.’ ”
Young and old we have all yielded
to the lure of this immortal drema,
weeping over the death of Little Eva,
hearts bleeding with sympathy for
Uncle Tom and hating with all the
venom in our veins the despicable
Simon Legree.
Apropos of this introduction is the
following story sent out under a
New York date line.
... *
How would you like to sit in the
front row when the theatre curtain
rose on “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” with
David Belasco as Uncle Tom. with
Mary Pickford as little Eva. with
John L. Sullivan as the brutal (Agree
and l-’red Stone as kinky-hjlired
Topsy!
"Uncle Tom’s Cabin” is 75 years
old this winter, and research into
the records of this hardiest peren
nial of the American stage, made hy
a writer for Century Magazine, dis
closes that not only these but Yuliy
half of the better known figures of
the theatre served their melodra
matic
apprenticeships
in
’.‘Tom
shows.”
.Scorned by the dramatic critics
from its inception. Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s slave story, turned into a
play against her will, not only has
played to approximately a half-mil
lion audiences in every part of the
world, but its list of alumni reads
like a "Who’s Who on the stag$"
Here are a few of the little Evas:
Fay Templeton, Eva Tangua.v, Mar
jorie Rambeau, Francis LarrWnare.
Effie Shannon, Mary Pickford, Pearl
White, Jennie Yeamans and Mary
MeVicker (Mrs. Edwin Booth). The
graduate Topsys Include Rose Mel
ville, Lotta Crabtree, Emma Dunn.
Laurette Taylor. Maud Raymond and
Fred Stone.
As for Uncle Toms. Joseph Jeffer
son, James K. Hackett, Ddnman
Thompson, 'Wilton Lackaye and Tom
Wise are a few who have started
in the role. John L Sullivan was
the fiercest Legree of hls day and
on the other hand Peter Jackson, the
great negro fighter, was a doleful
Uncle Tom. Others who appeared In
one role or another and sometimes in

several, are Mrs. Fiske Hobart Bos
worth, Nellie Holbrook Henrietta
Crossman and Theodore Roberts.
Incidentally the only person pres
ent at the premiere of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin” in Troy, N. Y., in 1852, who Is
now known to be alive, Is the original
little Eva. She Is now Mrs. Cor
delia Howard MacDonald, who lives
in Cambridge.
The play was first staged by
George C. Howard with his 4-yearold daughter, Cordelia, in the role of
Eva, while his wife played Topsy.
It ran for three months in Troy,
smashing all records for small city
theatres, and then, coming to New
York set out upon a career which
even now Is being revived in motion
pictures.

POLITICAL BRIEFS

WARREN HIGHLANDS

James Wooster has moved Into
Erastus Clark’s house.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Butler spent
Christmas with their daughter in
Thomaston.
Brown Crockett, traveling sales
man. is spending the holidays with
his parents and calling on old friends
all of whom are glad to see him.
Bert Crockett Is sick and is at
tended by' Dr. Campbell.
Clifford Overlook and family have
moved Io the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Alden Copeland, to assist In caring
for Mr. Copeland who has been sick
for a long time.
Newton D. Biker, Secretary of War
The men here are trying to get
LYNCHINGS DURING 1927
in the Wilson Administration, reward their wood out before the deep snow
ed in the Middle West as a possible conies.
The Report As Annually Made By dark horse entry with excellent
the Tuskegee Institute.
| chances in the 1928 Democratic Na-----| tional Convention, said Thursday that
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
' under the Ohio Presidential preferenI send you the following concern-1 tial primary law the 48 delegates!
,
r
2
from that State undoubtedly would,'
m-g lynchings for the past year as .
, ,
,
. J
.
be instructed for a favorite son. Ini
comn’.ed by Tuskegee Instaute ;n the
pe included former Governor*
i‘j*par’ment or Records an 1 Research, i.jame8
Cox, candidate for Presi1 find there were 16 persvis 1> nched
jn 1920; former Senator Atlee
in 1927.
This is less than
I pomerene and Governor Donahey,’
number 30 for 1926, 1 less than the; w^0 has* thrice been eilected Governor
number 17 for 1925, the same number with the support of the Anti-Saloon|
16 as fo<! 1924 and 17 less than the League. As for himsebf. Mr. Baker
Where
number 33 for 1923. 12 of the persons said he 'is not a candidate and not
lynched were taken from the hands in the nvee.
|
of the ’law, 6 from jails and 6 from
the trade
officers of the law outside of jails.
“
For
what
they
may
be
worth,
”
The
E(,,ir of the persons were burned to
finds
death, two were put to death and Pathfinder, a currenit eyents magazine
made public Thursday the resu'.ts of]
(heir bodies burned.
There were 42 instances in which a straw vote conducted among 150,000’
APPLES
officers of the law prevented lynch of its readers, mostly in rural parts
ings. Eight of these were in North of every State in the Union.
The vote showed President Cool- ■
ern states and 34 in Southern States.
In 24 of the cases the prisoners were idge leading as first chioce for 1928 I
removed or the guards augmented or ’ among the Republicans with Frank
other precautions taken. In 18 other O. Lowd(*n next, in the number of
We also sell other prodi
instances, armed force was used to flrat ch<,lceB and Secretary of ComHoover
far
in
the
lead
for
repel the would he lynchers, 68 per-l”1*10®
,
as Cucumbers, Pe
sons, 15 white and 53 negroes were I second choices.
Gov.
Al.
Smith
of New York showed
thus saved from death at the hands
a greater lead for first choice among
of mobs.
Best Prices
All of the persons lynched were Ne the Democrats than did Mr. Coolidge
groes. The offenses charged were— among the Republicans.
The Pathfinder believes oppo
murder, 7; attempted murder. 2; rape,
sition to prohibition is growing,
2; attempted rape, 3; improper con
71,176 voting the dry law a success,
duct, 1; charge not reported, 1.
45,864 voting "no” and 16,688 want
The states in 'which lynchings oc
ing modification.
curred and the number in each state
20 No. Side
are as follows: Arkansas, 3: Ken
Faneuil Hall Market
tucky. 1; Louisiana, 1: Mississippi
“
7: Missouri, 1; Tennessee, 2: Texas,
one.
R. R. Moton,
Principal.

”1 wonder which party the Gover
nor is in now,” said Daniel F. F.e'd.
chairman of the Republican State
Committee, commenting upon Gov.
Brewster's advent as a Senatorial
candidate. "He was In the Republi
can party in September and in the
Democratic party in the special elec
tion in November." Chairman Field
had reference to the senatorial elec
tion in connection with which he had
intimated there was an alliance be
tween Gov. Brewster and the Demo
cratic party In support of' Senator
Gould's opponent, Fulton J. Redman.
• • , •
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